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ABSTRACT

This report presents a review of magnet operating experiences for

normal-conducting and superconducting magnets from fusion, particle

accelerator, medical technology, and magnetohydrodynamics research areas.

Safety relevant magnet operating experiences are presented to provide

" feedback on field performance of existing designs and to point out the

operational safety concerns. Quantitative estimates of magnet component

failure rates and accident event frequencies are also presented, based on

field experience and on performance of similar components in other

industries.
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

This report is a continuation of magnet operating experience summaries

conducted in the 1980ts. Several fusion researchers and designers have

already pooled pertinent magnet failure events into several documents.

This report cites these past studies, provides excerpts from "lesser known

" studies, and adds informationon recent events and on operating

experiencesfor medical technologymagnetic resonanceimagingmagnets.

Review of earlier studiesmay be valuable for evaluationof design

alternativesor for detailedexaminationof magnet failureevents.

Past work, while thorough,has only supportedfusion risk and safety

analysisefforts in identifyingfailurep.ventsand failuremechanisms. To

determineprobabilitiesof componentfailuresand catastrophicevents,

more informationwould be needed about all of the cited magnet facilities,

such as the number of magnetsbuilt and operated,the time frame of

operation,and the operatingmodes employed. Since such informationis

not readilyavailable,this report presents suggestedmagnet component

order-of-magnitudefailurerates for normal-conductingand superconducting

magnets. Magnet supportsystems,such as electricalpower and cooling

" systems,will be treatedseparately. Magnet componentfailurerates can

supportsafety analysis,risk assessment,design failureanalyses,and

facility availabilitystudies. Accident initiatingevent frequencieshave

been collectedfrom the literatureand presentedhere for use as guidance

in initialrisk ar safety analyses.

Table S-I gives a summaryof operati'.,experienceinformationderived

from existing superconductingand normal-conductingmagnets, brokendown

by initiatingevent (IE) categories;that is, the initialevent that leads

to a facilitybeing in an off-normalconditionthat could threaten

facilityworkers or the generalpublic. To evaluatethese events,
i,

order-of-magnitude failurerates, assignedmainly from industrial

experiencewith similarcomponents,have been set in Chapter 4. The

" initiatingevent frequenciesof occurrenceused in other studies are

reported in Chapter 5.
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TABLE S-I. SUMMARYOF MAGNETOPERATINGEXPERIENCESFOR INITIATING EVENTS

SuperconductingMagnets

Loose ferrous objects in the magnetic field An IE, could .
puncture a
vacuum shield

Electric arcs
Damagedelectrical insulatinn Chapter 5
Magnet turn-to-turn short circuit references
Electric arc between magnet leads 5-4 to 5-8
Pancake-to-pancake short circuits due to foreign recognize

material intrusion arc events
Diagnostic lead short circuit

Electrical fires This IE
Power supply short circuiting should be
Helium compressor motor short circuit treated

Magnet quenches [ This event is
Magnet quenches induced fromplasma disruptions I treated as IE

Helium vent piping failures This event
could help
propagate an ,.
accident

insulating vacuum jacket rupture or breach This IE is
Liquid helium boil and overpressure release treated in

from gas recovery system reference 5-6
Cracked welds on magnet cases, leading to helium as Loss of

admission to vacuum insulation space Insulating
Vacuum thermal shield leaks Vacuum

Cryogenic helium leaks potential IE,
Loss of
Coolant

Bolt loosening from vibration and thermal cycling possible IE
if breaches
system or
becomes
a missile

Human left in the experiment vault just prior I Personnel
to fusion pulse operations I hazard only

Unsoldered magnet inter-turn splices IIE, Rupture -
Niobium-Titanium superconductor strand breakage I of a winding

Poor cryogenic system performance to keep magnets cool --
Magnet training --
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TABLE S-I. SUMMARYOF MAGNETOPERATINGEXPERIENCESFOR INITIATING EVENTS

(Continued)

Normal-conductingMagnets

Electrical fires This IE must
Industrial fires be treated

Loss of cooling water into the building This IE
Failure to provide adequate cooling water is treated
Magnet overheating by connection to incorrect under

power supply Loss of
Magnet overheating due to inadvertent switch of Coolant

cool ing water lines Accident

Loss of cooling water flow This IE
Foreign material intrusion in cooling water is called

Loss of Flow
Accident

Loose wrench in the magnetic field causing a This IE
short circuit in buswork should be

treated

Short circuits due to improper epoxy insulation Short
Electrical power transients causing magnet circuits and

short circuits arcs are IEs
Inter-turn insulation failure treated by

" Electric arc because of ground fault safety work

Plasma electromagnetic forces generated damaging This IE
current in an unused PF coil needs further

treatment

Bolt loosening from vibration and thermal cycling possible IE
if breaches
system or
becomes
a missile

Sabotage - -
(two accelerator events during US-Vietnam Conflict)

Cooling water temperature fluctuations --

Support system instrumentation faults - flowmeters --
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MAGNET O_ERATINGEXPERIENCEREVIEW FORFUSION APPLICATIONS

I. Introduction

t,

This report outlinesmagnet operatingexperiencesfor use by fusion

magnet designersand safety analysts. I mentionseveral improvementsin

" designs and significantproblemsoriginatingfrom existingdesigns. I

alsodiscuss operatingexperiencesfrom magnets in particle accelerators,

magnetohydrodynamics,and medical technologyapplications. While magnets

used in medicine are not exposedto the harsh operatingenvironmentof

fusion magnets, 'thereare still some small issuesof interest to fusion

magnet designers,so I reviewedmedicalmagnet operations. Examinationof

operatingexperiencefrom a varietymagnet uses is _Iso helpfulto safety I

analysts becausethe broad inclusionof magnet events from these other

research and technologyfields helps ensure a level of practical

completenessin initiatingevent identification.

Magnet reliabilityis a strong concernfor future fusion devices.

Each of the three largestfusion experimentsin the world, the Tokamak

Fusion Test Reactor,the Japan Torus - 60, and the Joint EuropeanTorus,
q

have suffered from magnet coolantwater leaks that were severeenough to

halt experimentoperationsfor repairs.1-z,1.z,1._One case even

resulted in tokamakdisassemblyto replacethe coil with a

spare.1"z Forcedexperimentoutages for repairsto any magnet type,

due to any number of reasons,will becomemore cumbersomewhen remote

maintenancemust be reliedon becauseof high radiationfields around the

tokamak machine. Magnet replacementwould cost a great deal in time and

funds.

There have been severalreports on fusion and acceleratormagnet

reliabilityand operatingexperiencesto date.1-4,1-5,1.B,I"l,I"B

Readers seekingdetailed knowledgeof magnet failureevents to either

evaluate design alternativesor postulatemagnet failureevents might need

" . to review the past reports. This report does not _eproducethe findings

of all of these past reports,but insteadaugmentsthose reportsfor

usefulnessto designersand safety analysts. This report also gives

recommendedmagnet componentfailure rates from analogouscomponentsin

!-!
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other industries,and some limited statisticalinformationfrom present

fusionmagnet operatingexperience. These data supportdesignreliability

analysisas a check or review of the design, facilitysafety or risk

analysis,or fusion availabilityanalysis.
q

The report can be used to gather a basic understandingof the typical

operationsproblemsencounteredin magnet operations,not just the major

accidentevents or design basis events that are discussedin safety

literature. In Chapter2, I discuss superconductingmagnet operationsand

the problemsencounteredin accelerators,medicaltechnologymagnets, and

fusionmagnets. Chapter3 contains severalreviewsof water and cryogenic

cooled normal-conductingmagnet system operations. The end of each of

these chapters has a summarytable on the typicalproblems encounteredfor

each type of magnet system. Informationfrom these two chapters supports

the magnet component failurerate determinationsI give in Chapter4. T_e

initiatingevents and their frequenciesof occurrencepresented in Chapter

5 are taken from the literatu_.e,and can be qualitativelyunderstoodfrom

the summarytables in Chapters2 and 3.
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2. SuperconductingMagnet OperatingExperiences

This chapterdiscussesoperatingexperiencesfor superconducting

magnets from the medical technologyfield,particle accelerators,and

fusion devices. Since the medicalnuclearmagnetic resonanceimaging

(MRI) magnets do not operateunder the same conditionsas fusion magnets,

only some notableMRI events will be discussed. Next, notableevents and

design fixes for acceleratorand fusionmagnetsare discussed.

2.1 MRI maqnet experiences

Table 2-I gives brief explanationsof MRI magnet events acquired

through the Freedomof InformationAct from the Food and Drug

Administration'sdata bank on devices2"I. The data sort is from

1981 to 1991, the time span of MRI activity. Magnet manufacturersare not

delineatedhere. Also, the numerousevents relatedto MRI patient

problems,such as radiofrequencyburn injuries,are not germane to this

report and are not given here. If not for the seriousnessof the inju!-ies

to patients,some of these events could be consideredhumorousbecauseof

the hospitalpersonnelstrugglingto becomeaware of the 'forcesgenerated

by high magnetic fields. °

An importantthing to remember is that these events show how unusual

or strangeoperatingexperiencescan become. Reviewingthe table shows '

that most of the MRI events deal with unsecuredferrousobjects in the

magnetic field, either by personnelunfamiliarwith the precautionsneeded

around high field magnetsor by personssimplynot heedingwarning signs.

Several events are due to magnetic field effectson equipment"inthe

rooms, light fixtures,mirrors, and cable tray bolts. The event of

unauthorizedworker entry is illuminating,since it shows the nearly total

disregard some workershave for safe practicesin the workplace, lt is

importantto note that most of these magnets are only in the 0.5 to 1.5

Tesla field strengthrange, and that fusionmagnets generallyhave much

higher field strengths. Thus, the severityof magnetic field effectsand

the volume affected by stray 'fieldswill be much greater for fusion

experiments. Other MRI events of interestto us are the magnet quenches

where the helium was not correctlyvented away. This problem appeared in

2-I
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TABLE 2-I. MAGNETICRESONANCEIMAGING(MRI) MAGNETEVENTS

Event Date Descriptioqof the Event

March 26, 1986 A patientpositioninghandwheelhandle for the

. patienttable became loose and flew into the magnet

bore. The patientwas not struck. Engineers

redesignedthe handwheel.

June 5, 1986 The magneticfield drew part of a forkliftinto the

magnetwhile the device was being worked on for

installation. A workmanwas injured. While the

magnetwas being set up in a semi-traileras a mobile

unit, the two steel tines of an approachingforklift

(about36 kg each) dislodgedand struck the workman

who was in the magnet bore, throwinghim about 4.5

m. The doctor had to remove his stethoscopeto

. assist the workman, and a paramedic'sscissorsf_ew

out of his hands when he tried to cut the workman's

. trousersopen to render medicalattention. The

workmansufferedmultiplebroken bones and needed a

metal plate placed in his arm to recover its use.

. August 6, 1986 The patienthandling cradle latch releaserod became

unscrewedfrom its hydraulicpistondue to hydraulic

pressure. The rod bouncedoff a 'demonstration

patient'and hydraulicoil sprayedon the person.

The pistonhas been redesignedand modificationsare

in progressto prevent recurrence.

• November 19, 1986 A patient'ina full body cast was being scanned. The

patienthad a fluid-filledhead positioner in use on

. the scan cradle. When the scan began, an arc jumped

from the metal head positioner frame to the patient's

forehead and to the magnet body coil. The patient

was not injured.
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TABLE2-I. MAGNETICRESONANCEIMAGING(MRI) MAGNETEVENTS(Continued)

Event Date Descript!onof the Event

July 9, 1987 A ferrousoxygen bottle was carried into the scan

ro;,, was drawn to the magnet and lodged in the

magnet bore. The O.6-T magnet's quench switchdid

not work correctlywhen used to shut off the field

for bottle removal. The patientwas injured.

September23, 1.987 A workmancame into the MRI controlroom to perform

some work in the magnet room. He was denied access

by the MRI operator,since the magnet was in

i operation, l'heworkman then went to the hospital

office,obtaineda key to the back door of the room.

The back door was clearlymarked that a magnet was in

the room (in english,arabic, and hebrew). The

workman enteredthe room and a ferroustool was

pulled from his hand. The tool struck the back plate

of the magnet, shatteringa plexiglascover. A piece
z

of that plexiglascut the patient being scanned.

January 13, 1988 A patientwith an implantedinsulininfusionpump was

being scanned. The magnetic field moved the infusion

pump. The patientwas removed from the MRI machine,
!

but the pump remainednon-functional. The device is

clearlymarked that personswith electricalimplants
must not be scanned.

November 11, 1988 During a magnet quench, the helium venting system

failed and helium began venting into the scan room.
, r

The operatorhurt his back while evacuatingthe
patient.

_
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TABLE2-I, MAGNETICRESONANCEIMAGING(MRI) MAGNETEVENTS(Continued)

Event Date Descriptionof the Event

November 29, 1988 A patient in tractionwas brought into the scan

. room. When the technicianattemptedto move these

tractionweights throughthe magnet bore_ they were

attractedto the magnet body. The technician'shand

was injured.

January i, 1989 During a magnet quench,the ventingsystem failed,

causinghelium to fill the scan room. Tilepatient

bumped his knee while quicklyevacuatingthe scan

room. The vent pipe had separatedfrom the magnet

body, causinga heliumcloud to fill the room.

February24, 1989 During a magnet quench,the helium vent systemfailed

• and vented the gas into the scan room. The room

pressurequickly increased,causingthe scan room

. door to stick closed. The operatorbroke out a

window betweenthe scan room and controlroom to gain

access to the scan room for patientevacuation.

June 7, 1989 The cradle pad on the patient handlingdevice caught

fire because the operatorhad crossed the cables of

two surfacecoils. (inducedcurrents startedfire)

September19, 1989 A patientwith a pacemakerwas scanned and suffereda

fatal heart attackduring the exam. The coroner

determinedthe cause of death to be MRI interruption

. of the pacemaker°

November 15, 1989 A light fixturein a mobile scan room fell from thet

ceiling and struckthe patientwhen it was attracted

to the magnet. The patientwas cut in several

places.

2-4
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TABLE 2-I. MAGNETICRESONANCEIMAGING(MRI) MAGNETEVENTS(Continued)

_ Event Date .........Description of the Event

November 17, 1989 An MRI technician suffered a broken wrist when the

ferrous part of a hoyer lift (patient stretcher) was
P

brought into the scan room and was attracted to the

magnet.

November 22, 1989 A nurse overlooked changing an IV pole to a

non-ferrous type when bringing a patient into an MRI

scan room. The nurse suffered bruises, hematoma, and

lacerations while trying to retrieve the IV pole from

the magnet.

April 23, 1990 During installationof an MRI system, a capacitor

insidea gradient amplifierrupturedand ignited.

The fire was containedin the amplifier,which is

insidea steel cabinet away from the scan room.

April 27, 1990 A defectiveBalzer cold head (LN2 thimble to cool the

magnet insulationspace) was making enough training

noises to hamper communicationswith the scan

patient.

June 26, 1990 During initial servicing at a new installation site,

the field service engineer received an electric shock

while performing a calibration procedure. The

engineer hit the coil body when recoiling from the

shock. He received minor bruises.

December 7, 1990 The installation engineer received a 400 Vdc shock

from a dynamic disable switch box on an MRI while

performing coil calibration. A failed capacitor in

the box resulted in 400 Vdc being applied to the box

chassis. The engineer was not injured.

2-5



TABLE2-I. MAGNETICRESONANCEIMAGING(MRI) MAGNETEVENTS(Continued)

Event Date Descriptionof the Event

December7, 1990 The magnet owner got an oxygen bottle stuck in the

, bore of an MRI magnet. A respiratory therapist

carried the ferrous bottle into the scan room during

magnet operation. No one was injured.

February12, 1991 An oxygen sensor for room atmosphereto protect the

patient in case of cryogenreleasewas not mounted

correctlyand could not read the oxygen level in the

MRI room.

March 4, 1991 The bolts that hold aluminumcable drop channels

pu'lledout of the ceiling in the scan room,

presumablydue to magnetic field effects. There was

. no personnelor patient injury.

. March 6, 1991 The magnet quenched,releasinghelium into the magnet

room. The ventingsystemwas repairedthe same day.

No one was presentduring the event.

May 7, 1991 A stabilizingsandbagfilledwith small, ferrous

metal spheres(referredto as "bb's")was brought

into a scan room on the patient'sgurney. The magnet

attractedthe bb's, and the bag breached,leaking

bb's out. The bb's were retrievedfrom the surface

of the patient'sskin, the magnet bore, and the

gurney.
o

May 24, 1991 The oxygen monitorwas determinedto not have a

. batterybackup. This is specifiedin safety

information,since the oxygen monitormust be

operableat all tir,_esin case of cryogenrelease.

The monitorwill have a backup power source

installed.

2-6
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TABLE 2-I, MAGNETICRESONANCEIMAGING(MRI) MAGNETEVENTS(Continued)

EveDt Date Descript!o,nof the Event

July 8, 1991 A patientwas broughtfrom emergencyserviceswith a

ferrousoxygen bottle. When broughtnear the MRI
w

magnet, the bottle was propelledby the magnetic

,leld,and it struckthe patient. The patient's

first aid includedsuturesin the genital area.

In summary, MRI magnet events between 1981-1991 include'

Loose ferrousobjects in the MRI scan room 15 events

Helium vent system failures 4 events

Electricarcs or shocks 3 events

Electricalfires 2 events

Oxygen sensor problems 2 events

Defectivecold head I event

2-7



more than one magnet unit. Improper venting would be a great safety

concern for future fusion facilities, since building overpressure could

allow activated cover gases, tritium gas, and/or activated solid aerosols

to be released from the confinement building. Electrical fires should be

. a great design and safety concern for fusion, since there are large

amounts and many types of electrical power required to run the machine.

. We will see that there have been severalacceleratormagnet and electrical

fires and a few fusionfacilityelectricalfires.

Magnet training, a phenomenon in high current density magnets where

the conductor shifts position due to Lorentz forces, 2"2 has been

observed in compact superconducting magnets for medical applications.

Michigan State University researchers heard a metallic pinging noise and a

loud ping followed by a quench at under half the rated field strength on

their initial coil test. The pinging noise was audible when standing near

the magnet on many other tests. The cause was the coil sliding axially on

the bore tube. The magnet was modified by inserting shrink fit stretcher

rings between the magnet coll and the bore case, which was difficult due

. to the very close tolerances. Only ten operationswere needed after the

rings were installedto run the magnet up to rated currentwithout

o quench.2"3 Quenchingon initialstartupseems to be the rule for

high currentdensity superconductingmagnets.

MRI and other medicaltechnologymagnets are typicallysmall units

with bores only large enough for a patient. They do experience

radiofrequencyradiation,but do not see any ionizingradiationfields,

electromagneticeffects,or extremethermalstresses. A discussionwith a

magnet manufacturerrevealedthat these units are typicallydesignedfor a

ten year Iife.24

2_._2Acceleratormaqnet.experience.s,

Particle acceleratorsuse superconductingmagnets to confinehigher

. energy particles,just as fusion experimentalistswish to confinemore

energeticplasmas. There have been severalpublicationsdiscussingmagnet

operations. First,Table 2-2 gives citationsof events from the

literatureand the US Departmentof Energy'sOccurrenceReportingand



TABLE 2-2. SUMMARYOF MAJORSUPERCONDUCTINGMAGNETFAULTEVENTS

Event Date Description. of the Event and Re.ference N_mber.___

July 21, 1964 An explosion occurred in the hydrogen purifier of a

bubble chamber expansion system when a valve was m

inadvertently left closed during purging operations.

Precooler and adsorber coils were torn open and the

containing dewar bulged. Repairs cost $11,000.

Report 64-41B. 2"5

March IB, 1966 When the main hydrogen flow through the purifier was

begun, an explosion occurred at the inlet to the

adsorber coil. Immediately, the liquid hydrogen

contents of the bubble chamber were dumped to the

atmosphere through a safety vent system. Repairs

cost $12,000, Report 66-8. 2.5

February 24, 1986 A plasma physicist worked inside the experiment vault

while the fusion magnets and plasma heating units

operated, a health and safety violation. The

supervisor's sweep of the area missed the physicist,

or the person entered after the sweep was completed.

The physicist was not injured. Operations procedures

will be reviewed to preclude future occ',,'rences of

leaving a person inside the vault during operation of

the experiment. 2"6

January 13, 1982 During liquid helium transfer to cryopanels, a valve

leading to the magnet dewar spuriously opened and

allowed the helium to 'flow into the warm dewar. The

liquid helium boiled and the resulting overpressure

caused a helium gas recovery bag to rupture. An
.,

' overpressure relief type of device will be added to

the gas recovery system. 2"7.



TABLE 2-2, SUMMARYOF MAJORSUPERCONDUCTINGMAGNETFAULT EVENTS

(Continued)

. Event Date ..D_#scriptio.nof the Ev_ent_.__ndRefere,,nc,.eNu,,,,m,ber,.....

March 23_ 1990 The liquidhelium compressorfor a superconducting

magnet was in operationwhen there was a site-wide

power surge. The compressorcontactorfailed to

break power to the compressormotor during the power

dip, which caused the 300 kW motor to short circuit

and fail. A technicianquicklyshut down the system

in an orderlymanner and dischargeda portable fire

extinguisher,becau.,esmoke was presentaround the

motor. Undervoltageand underfrequencyprotective

relayswill be installed. Repairscost an estimated

$6,000.z-8

• July 19, 1991 An unplannedsuperconductingmagnetdischargewas

initiatedwhen an isolationamplifierinput cable was

. disconnectedinadvertently. Some minor damage

occurredto insulationon a currentlead-induring an

arc to ground. A G-lO insulatordisc melted in the

arc that passedthrougha 1-cm distanceat the

currentlead joint. The arc opened a hole in tile

stainlesssteel jacket, allow ng liquid helium into

the vacuum space of the tank. Helium was vented into

the laboratoryand to atmospherevia pressure relief

valves. Water coolantfrom the damagedcurrent lead

enteredthe magnet,requiringwarm up and drying

before resumingoperations. The magnet coil itself

. was not damaged. More distancewill be provided at

the currentlead joints. Repairswill be completed

by September24, 1991 and cooldownwill begin ont.

OctoberI, 1991.2-9'2"I°.
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Processing System_'II for accelerator and fusion events at DOE
facilities.

There are two interesting papers describing tile TEVATRONaccelerator

magnet operational experiences,_-12, 2-13 The first paper describes 4

manY magnet quenches induced by proton heating from the accelerator beam,

five magnet ground faults from superconductor strand breakage due to

flexure, and a quench and subseqt!ent power supply run-on event that

damaged insulation and ground faulted eight magnets. There were other

events, such as a power supply transformer primary to secondary short

circuit that damaged five magnets, a power supply failure that placed

excessive voltage on the magnets, and a leak of helium into the insulating

vacuum jacket with subsequent cryostat rupture. Overall facility outages _

because of magnet quenches averaged about 4/week, for the 1983 to 1987

time frame (this is roughly 0.003 quenches/magnet-week).

There were also several TEVATRONmagnet installation problems: an

improperly constructed magnet that had not been detected as faulty during

testing, one magnet containing a turn-to-turn short circuit, and two
Q

unsold_red inter-magnet splices (only one of which was detected prior to

installation). The individual magnet changeout time for the TEVATRONis
on the order of five days. 2"13

Further experiences with the TEVATRONfacility indicate that Kapton

insulation tape loses its adhesiveness at cryogenic temperatures. The

tape must be sealed with some mechanical means, such as tying with Kevlar

string, to prevent movement or unravelling from magnet or flow-induced

vibration. The niobium-titanium strands continued to break in some

magnets, primarily in the earlier magnets where the G-lO conductor

holddown block was not smoothed to eliminate sharp edges. Magnet leads

are now tied with Kevlar string to stop flexure during power ramping.

Coil clearance loss during ramping led to the coils bumping the single

phase terminating plates. That situation led to cracked welds on the

cases, which leaked helium into the vacuum insulation space. Bolts from

the G-lO lead holddown blocks were backing out of the bl'ocks, probably due
to vibration and thermal cycling. 2-13
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A surprising TEVATRONfacility discovery was a black, greasy material

inside several magnets, lt was identified as lithium grease from the

helium refrigerator expansion engines. The grease would migrate down the

cylinder to the bottom of the engine, freeze there, and then be ground up

. and swept into the helium stream by the reciprocating motion of the

pistons. Another black, conductive substance was found on the electrical

. leads outside the machine that provide power for the c_rrection elements.

This s_jbstance allowed current leakage to ground. The leads were cleaned

and coated with a non-conductive sealer. 2"z3 I have seen similar

phenomena at a fission testing reactor, where vertical cables dripped out

a black, oily sludge from their terminations. That substance was a

coating applied to electrical cable insulation for easier assembly. The

coating was fire retardant and a very poor dielectric, unlike the TEVATRON

black material, lt is possible that some material serving in a similar

function was seen at the TEVATRON.

An interesting event occurred at the CELLOdetector. The CELLO

detector has a large solenoid, bath-cooled superconducting magnet

. system, z'14 In addition to the typical problems with cryogenic

systems, particularly the compressor and turbo-expanders, a magnet lead

. arc event occurred,z'15 During a test of the emergencycurrentdump

system at 1000 amps, an arc of about 800 kJ energydevelopedbetweentwo

currentleads, lt was apparentlycaused by gaseoushelium passing from

one lead to the other througha crack in the bondingbetweenthe G-lO

fiberglassepoxy insulatingplate and the lead tube. After about 5

seconds,the arc extinguisheditself. The arc had evaporatedabout 0.13

kg of copper from the current'leads.Severalimportantconclusionswere

drawn from this event. First, the coil was not damaged by an arc in the

leads, and probablywould not be unless the arc burns down to the windings

themselves. Next, the arc energywent almost entirelyto evaporating

material at the base points of the arc, and using the enthalpydifference

. for vaporizationgives good agreementwith the mass lost in this event.

Third, the copper vapor did not remain as an aerosol,but rather it was

. depositedon various surfacesin the vicinityof the arc.

Work experiencein magnet safety at the Toroidal Energy Storage

Experiment(TESPE)in Germanyshowed that less than 10% of the arc energy

2-12
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will actually vaporizethe material at the arc location,with the

remaindergoing to heatingand melting the magnet material.2-16

2.3 Fusion maqnet,experiences

Past efforts to identifyand catalog fusion and other relatedmagnet

failureevents includework by Hsieh et al.,2"17Thome et

al.,2-IBCzirr and Thome,2"19and Montgomery.2"2°

Summariesof these effortsare given brieflybelow.

In 1977, Hsieh et al.2"17describedcostly failureevents of hot

spots and arcs caused by electricalcircuit failures,short circuits

betweenwindings,insufficientelectricalinsulationand mechanical

supports,inadequatepower lead cooling, incorrectwiring material,and

coolingpassage plugging;Hsieh also describesgas-cooledpower lead

failuresdue to insufficientcoolingand conductormovement problemsdue

to inadequatemechanicalrestraints. These were very early problemswith

superconductingmagnets and are now receivingmuch closer design

attention.

In 1986, Thome et al.z'18describedmany magnet design faults,

improperassembly, improperoperations,inadequateprocedures,and

insufficientqualitycontrols. Czirr and Thome2-19provide the

detailed reference informationfor the Thome et al._'IBpaper.

In 1989, Montgomery2-_°also describedmagnet events in these

same classificationterms. While th_ event talliesare not broken down by

type of magnet, Montgomery'soverallpercentagesare" mechanical support

relatedcauses,22%; conductorrelatedcauses, 15%, insulationrelated

causes, 25%; coolantrelatedcauses, 6%; externalsystemsrelated causes,

14%, and system performancerelatedcauses,18%, Failurerates for

componentssimilar to fusionmagnet components includedunder these

categoriesare addressed in Chapter4, and some human error rates for

operationsand maintenanceare addressedin Chapter5.

Unfortunately,informationon the total numbersof magnets in use in

the surveyedfields (accelerators,physicsexperiments,and fusion),life
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spans of the facilities that were operating magnets, and the time spans of

the failure data studies themselves are not available to perform

statistical failure rate calculations from reference 2-20. However, these

events do provide a great deal of qualitative information and guidance for

. assigning ranges of failure frequencies and assigning initiating event

types.

l

The Large Coil Task (LCT),2n2zwhile fortunatelynot includedin

these mentionedsurveysof major magnet fault events,had resultswhich

showed that cryogenicsupportsystemswere very troublesomefor system

performance. Overall, the conductors,the spacers,the magnet cases,

etc., performedwell for the year of LCT operation. The six LCT coils

achievedjust over 50% availabilityfor the year of tests• Major problems

were in cryogenicleaks, vacuumthermalshield leaks, and the cryogenic

system performance. One interestingevent occurredto a pool-boiling

magnet. A diagnosticlead2"22for a temperaturesensor shorted

across three or four turns of a coil. The shortingwire was found and

electricallyburnedout.

A very interestingevent occurredon July 8, 1988 at the Tore Supra

. facility. While this event is cited by Montgomery2"2°,it deserves

attentionbecauseof the similarityto an acceleratormagnet fault and the

magnitudeof the Tore Supra repaireffort. One of the superconducting

toroidal field magnets, coil BT 17, experienceda short circuitbetween

pancakes.2"23 The coil was run at partialfields in the pulsed mode

for almost a year before a shutdownwas instigatedand the coil removed•

Coil replacementtook approximately6 months. Failureanalysis indicated

that a metal particle in the magnet caused or contributedto the short

circuit, but the origin of the metal particlewas not discovered. A

similarevent occurredwith an acceleratormagnet, in August

1981.2.24 An iron chip, probablylodged in the accelerator'sbore

tuUe during fabricationin 1978, caused a short betweenthe bore tube and

the ultra-purealuminum that surroundedthe superconductor, l'hin,

. inadequateground plane insulationwas creditedfor the event. This is a

case of acceleratormagnet experienceacting as a precursorfor fusion

magnets.
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Duchateau et al. 225 briefly discussed another Tore Supra event

that occurred in December 1989, After a very severe plasma disruption, TF

coil BT 4 quenched from an _important irradiation _, challenging the magnet

safety system. The system responded correctly, discharging the coil. We

do not know what the important irradiation was, perhaps it might have been

runaway electrons. These have been known to cause heating damage in other

fusion devices.2-26
w

2.4 Tips for desiqners

There are severalgood documentspublishedon superconductingmagnet

design tips to enhancemagnet availability.2"2°,2"27'2-2B

Henning2"27suggestsmany easy, practicalideas,such as overlapping

mylar sheets to protectagainstpinholesthat could allow arcing. For

accelerators,Tollestrup2"2Bsuggests that twice the amount of

calculatedrefrigerationshould be provided,since liquid helium is

rapidly consumedwhen removingheat, and other troubles - vacuum leaks,

contamination,heat leaks, human mistakes,and ignorance- can quickly

mount up. A slow cooling facility is subject to much downtime, and can

take days to cool after minor repairs.

Operators must be aware of unsecured ferrous objects n_ar magnetic

fields. There have been two such events at fusion facilities. Magnet

vibration, leading to loose bolts and other failures, seems to be a

problem for superconductingacceleratormagnetsas well as the

normal-conductingones. Vibrationmust be well treated in the d_sign.

Operations experiences are briefly summarized in Table 2-3.

Manufacturing can allow many faults to occur. Machining chips left in

the coil have probably been the cause of two expensive magnet problems.

This is a latent type of failure event; that is, it appears only after the

magnet has operated for some time. The chips slowly abrade insulation and .

then cause a failure at some years into machine operation. Very strict

specifications must be given to manufacturers, and tests to determine the

cleanliness of finished units must be performed to guarantee that a

short-livedmagnet is not being installedin an expensivefusion

experiment,such as the $5 billion ITER machine.
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TABLE2-3. SUMMARYOF SUPERCONDUCTINGMAGNETOPERATINGEXPERIENCES

RELEVANTTO FUSIONDESIGNAND SAFETY

. Loose ferrous objects in the magnetic field

Electric arcs

Helium vent piping failures
I

Electrical fires

Magnet training

Magnet quenches

Damagedelectrical insulation

Power supply short circuiting

Insulating vacuum jacket rupture or breach

Humanleft in the experiment vault just prior to fusion pulse operations

Liquid helium boil and overpressure release from gas recovery system

Helium compressor motor short circuit

Magnet turn-to-turn short circuit

Unsoldered magnet inter-turn splices

. Niobium-Titanium superconductor strand breakage

Cracked welds on magnet cases, leading to helium admission to

vacuum insulation space

Bolt loosening from vibration and thermal cycling

Electric arc between magnet leads

Cryogenic helium leaks

Vacuumthermal shield leaks

Poor cryogenic system performance to keep the magnets cool

Diagnostic lead short circuit

Pancake-to-pancake short circuits due to foreign material intrusion

Plasma disruption induced magnet quench
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Stringent pre-operational testing of ITER magnets should be undertaken

to spot these latent faults, such as machining chips left in the magnet

case. More rigid tests should be devised to ensure that all possible

faults of that type have been eliminated before taking the ITER machine

into tritiumoperation.

2,5 Risk-based des!qn for mang.o.__t.s

Chapter 4 gives some estimated failure rates from analogous equipment

to allow for more thorough safety assessment work on fusion magnets.

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA), a systematic look at each major

component to determine its failure effects on its system, can be

prioritized using these failure rates. System fault tree analysis can

also be performed on those events found to be important by the FMEA.

These are the tools of riskobased design, which is a good practice to

follow as a design check. Whendealing with such expensive projects,

designers should exploit all the design checks that they can.

Risk-based design is a concept where the design is analyzed for its

potential faults, and these faults are compared to risk criteria. These

criteria might be public safety levels, repair costs, downtime limits, or

other values. For example, the Burning Plasma Experiment design applied a

risk-based radiation dose limit criteria of 10% of the current regulatory

limits for the general public, z'IB

Completed FMEAsand fault trees support safety and availability work.

Completed safety work is necessary for US DOEconstruction approval,

facility regulation, and can greatly support efficient facility

operations.
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3. Normal-Conducting Magnet Operating Experiences

This section discusses water-cooled and cryogenic-cooled

normal-conducting magnet operations in particle accelerators and fusion

. experiments. Someof these magnet experiences are germane to

superconducting magnets, such as insulation breakdown, vibration

difficulties, and conductor arcing.w

Particle accelerator' and other high energy physics publications have

been reviewed to find descriptions of consequential faults. The U.S.

Department of Energyls Occurrence Reporting and Processing System3"I

and other U.S. government publications 3"2 were also searched for

magnet fault events. Major faults of US magnets and their descriptions

are listed in Table 3-i, along with major events from other countries.

The table describes several types of accelerator' and fusion magnet

events: cooling water hose failures, numerous magnet fires from

inadequate cooling or' electrical short circuits, fires started from a

radiation damaged power supply and aging-degraded magnet insulation,

. cooling water leak events, two accelerator-related sabotage events, weld

or braze flaws, and maintenance-related fault events.

d

Lessons learned from the events in Table 3-i include: I. Designers

should provide hardwired interlocks between magnet power supplies and

magnet cooling, and between magnet power supplies and electrical power

supply cooling systems; 2. Operators should maintain a watch on the

magnets while under testing and operations; tighten maintenance procedures

and adhere to occupational safety and health, fire safety, and other

guidelines for industrial operations, and increase lwalkdown' visual

inspections at operating facilities.

Montgomery3"3 gives a good description of water-cooled magnet

. problems. Among these problems are toroidal field (TF) coil leaks,

mechanical supports loosening as operating time increases, and rotation of

ohmic heating (OH) coils. There have also been difficulties with magnet

leads, buses, and ground plane insulation. Foreign material working into

the coils from magnet vibration and allowing short circuits is a problem,

and inadequate buswork bracing is a commonproblem.
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TABLE3-I. SUMMARYOF MAJORWATER-COOLEDMAGNETFAULTEVENTS

_ Event Date Description of the Event and Reference Nqmber ....

August I, 1959 Disruption of water service to a stellarator was caused

by overpressure in the well punlp supply line. Damage

was $12,000,report 59-23.3.z

May 6, 1965 A fire, attributable to the failure of one or more

capacitors in a modulator, occurred at an electron

accelerator. The amount of loss includes equipment

damaged beyond repair and the cost of the cleanup

operation, valued at $120,000, report 65-16. 3"_

December9, 1966 A rubber coolingwater hose on an experimentalmagnet

ruptured,causingwater to spray on 2 main magnets. A

short circuitoccurredacross the bus connectionsof

one of the 2 main magnets. Polyethylenesheeting,used

to protectthe magnetsfrom dust and water, was

ignited. Most of the $8,300 damage was charringdue to

electricalarcing. Report 66-46.3.z

June 8, 1967 A spectrometermagnet was severelydamaged ($17,200)by

overheatingof the coils when the unit was

inadvertentlyconnectedto the wrong power supply.

Report 67-22.3"_

August 24, 1970 A researcherwas fatally injuredwhen war protestors

exploded a bomb at 3:42 am, in the university

building. Low-energyphysicsequipmentwas damaged,

but the loss was covered by insurance. Licensed

radioactivematerialswere on hand in the building at

the time of the explosion,but there was no release of

radioactivematerial. Report 70-2F_,3'_



TABLE3-I, SUMMARYOF MAJORWATER-COOLEDMAGNETFAULTEVENTS(Continued)

_.v___._E__gE1LD_&tle............... Descrip%.to.no.(..the Event...arLdReference NumbE___._.

December 7, !971 Two bombs, probably in protest of the Vietnam war, were

detonated in the injector section of the facility, onew

in the main trigger generator and one in the master

oscillator, There was no damage to the main tunnel and

the scheduled date for turn-on should not be affected,

Damageestimated at $45,000, report 71-20, 3"_

December 26, 1973 A fire occurred in a beam line extension of the

accelerator facility, Preliminary information

indicated that the cause was a spark from welding

operations being conducted inside the corrugated metal

tube. Evidently the spark ignited the polyurethane

foam insulation, The fire, which penetrated the side

. wall of the building, produced copious amounts of smoke

and there was concern that this smoke may have damaged

• some of the expensive electrical equipment in the

building. Damageestimated at $80,000, report

73.70. 3.z

May 25, 1981 The motor for one of the three pumps servicing magnet

cooling tower number 4 burned out. The electrical

fault started a fire in the motor windings, 3"4

May 26, 1981 Hot metal from cutting operations entered the outer

shell of the magnet. These bits of metal ignited the

mylar insulation around the magnet. The fire was

. extinguished and argon gas was set up to purge the

magnet casing so that operations could

continue. 3-5
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TABLE3-I, SUMMARYOF MAJORWATER-COOLEDMAGNETFAUI..TEVENTS(Continued)

_ Event D6#e...... ........ Description of theJ,EveR,t_nd Reference Number __

January 31, 1982 The power supply for an accelerator kicker magnet was

loca_:ed in a radiation area, Radiation damage to the

oil-filled capacitors in the power supply caused them

to rupture, The power supply then caught fire and was

destroyed. 3"8

January 20, 1983 A hose in the water cooling system burst, Water pumps

tripped off automatically, Ali circuit breakers

tripped open except for one of the magnet power supply

breakers. Two magnets overheated, Smoke from the

magnets triggered the fire detection system, The

magnet operator responded and received smoke inhalation

while securing the facility. The magnets were damaged

and needed to be rewound. The facility was shut down

for one week,3"7

March 18, 1986 During a magnet power test, a short circuit occurred

because a wire connection on a meter panel came loose

and contacted another wire. Excess thermal heating

caused the polyethylene insulation on the wire to

soften and melt. Insulation breakdown allowed arcing

to the metal cable tray, resulting in small electrical

fires along the cable tray, 3"a
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TABLE3-I. SUMMARYOF MAJORWATER-COOLEDMAGNETFAULTEVENTS(Continued)

....... Event Date DescriptiQn of the Event and Re_f_feren,ceNumber_____

Q

March 28, 1986 A fire started in a spectrometer magnet, The magnet

had been energized without adequate cooling water. Thew

fire was controlled by researchers and technicians in

the area. Damagewas estimatedat $13,000. Several

causescontributedto the event:the machinisthad not

completedhis work on the coolingsystem,electricians

shouldhave repositionedpower switches,the computer

system inadvertentlyturned on the power supply,the

water flow interlockwas not yet installed,all magnet

interlockswere deactivated(buggeredout) during the

work, and the run sign-offsheet was not being

followed.3-9

. May 30, 1986 Personnelnoted smoke issuingfrom a synchrotron

magnet. They suBmonedfire fighters,securedpower to

. the magnet,and fought the fire with a hand

extinguisher. Aging-degradedmagnet insulationfailure
3-10is believedto be the cause of this fire.

September9, 1986 While testinga synchrotronmagnet, the electrical

power bus overheatedand ignitedits Lexan protective

cover. Temperatureand water flow switcheshad been

by-passedduring some part of the testingprogram. The

protectivecover had no ventilationslots to release

heat, and it was too close to the bus work in several

regions. Magnet water hoses and bus cooling hoses were

damaged. The magnet was removedand replacedwith a

spare.3-11

March 1987 A fire in the Y-band facilitystartedin a low voltage

power supply under the machine and spread over several

of the magnets. Magnetswere damaged and had to be

replaced. Damage estimatewas $1,000,000. 3"i2
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TABLE 3-i. SUMMARYOF MAJORWATER-COOLEDMAGNETFAULTEVENTS(Continued)

Event Date Description of the Event and Reference Number

' 1987 thru 1989 The Joint EuropeanTorus (JET) noted progressie

degradationof the octant 3, number I toroidalfield
w

coil. The decisionto replacethe coil was made prior

to the 1989 shutdown. A water leak at a brazed joint

caused the coil degradation. The leak was either

caused by a poorly made joint or by corrosionat the

edge of the joint• Anothercoil in an adjacentoctant

also showedsigns of degradation,so a switch from

water coolantto trichloro-trifluoroethanefluid was

made, since this new fluid is an insulatingcoolant.

The changeouttook B considerableamountof work,

roughly 19 weeks of labor durinq a scheduled

shutdown•3-13,3-14

March 1988 JT-60 experienceda coolingwater leak from a toroidal

field coil. Two months were spent finding the leak

locationand repairingit. The leak was between two

pancakes. 3-3,3-15

1988 and 1989 The TokamakFusion Test Reactor (TFTR),while trying to

maintainhigh quality of its copper brazes for the

magnet coolingcircuits,3"IBhas experienced

severalleak events,one of which caused a ground

fault. Effortsto repair these leaks have included

injectinga sealant into the coolinglines.3-3

TFTR personnelhave also consideredthe possibilities

of using an insulatingcoolant, similarto the fluid

that was chosen at JET.

3-5
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TABLE3-I, SUMMARYOF MAJORWATER-COOLEDMAGNETFAULTEVENTS(Continued)

Event Date Description of the Event and Reference Number

Q

December 22, 1990 Smoke was discovered during a cold weather damage check

. of a building. The smoke was coming from an overheated

water-cooled magnet. The water line had been isolated

due to ruptured pipes, and the coolant was not

interlocked to the magnet power. 3"17

February7, 1991 During magnetohydrodynamic(MHD) magnet operation,an

operatornoted water leakingfrom a corner of the

magnet. Cause informationis not availableat this

time. All steps to salvagethe magnet in a safe,
3-18cost-effectivemanner will be taken.

June 23, 1991 The pulser box for a kickermagnet caught fire. A

short circuit in the pulse formingcable causeda

resistorto overheat. The fire was quicklybrought

under control.3-19

In summary,the talliesof events are"

Electrical fires 8 events

Loss of cooling water inside the building 7 events

Failure to provide cooling water 2 events

Industrial fires 2 events

Sabotage 2 events

Magnetoverheateddue to improperlineup I event



Smaller tokamak experiments have had experiences similar to those

cited in Table 3-I. For smaller tokamaks, Montgomery33 described

events where a wrench in the magnetic field caused a short circuit in the

buswork, a magnet coolant loss of flow event (a valve was incorrectly left

closed), and an event where the magnet coolant inlet and outlet lines were

inadvertently reversed after a maintenance session (causing magnet

overheating). Ali of these events are definitely similar to the

experiences discussed in Table 3-i, with the exception of electrical and

other fires. Accelerator magnet fires might be due to the faster

repetition rates for accelerators,pulsingon the order of once a minute

as opposed to a fusionmagnet that might pulse once every sixty minutes.

Faster pulsingcan lead to higher magnet body temperaturesand placesmore

demands on the electricalequipment. Magnets in general are viewed as

having a definite demand lifetime,becauseof insulationwear and

conductorfatigue. Therefore,acceleratormagnets are likely wear out

much faster than fusionmagnets, becauseof their more robust operating

schedule. I also note that fires in fusion facilitymagnets and power

systems appear to be a rare phenomenon.

Other water-cooledmagnet experiencehas been found from particle

acceleratorconferenceproceedings. This informationis summarizedSn the
i

followingparagraphs. Large acceleratorshave used many of these small

magnets, on the order of thousands. This providesthe opportunityto

generate some meaningfulstatisticson such magnets, even if the radiation

environmentis very benign,for guidance on fusionmagnet reliability.

Fermilab published several documents regarding water-cooled magnet

reliability° An early article 3"2° stated that the Fermilab main

ring magnets had a typical failure rate of O.035/magnet-year. Since there

were over 1200 magnets, this meant that more than 35 magnets were failing

each year. The staff kept track of the failures and the types of failure

mechanisms. Magnet short circuitswere the leadingcause of failures.

The designerspracticedwith differenttechniquesfor injectingthe epoxy

insulationinto the magnet windings to reduce the number of short

circuits. A significantproblemwas that the epoxy did not allow for coil

packagemovement with temperaturevariations. Vacuum assisted epoxy

impregnationwas the best method to providereliableperformance.



The magnets at Fermilab also had difficulty continuing to operate well

when the cooling water temperature fluctuated. A water temperature

control system and a mechanical interlock to disengage the water pumps

when temperature fluctuations were sensed were both installed. Electrical

. transients also could be severe enough to cause magnet shorting. Changes

were made in the electrical power system to eliminate spurious openings

and closings of the vacuum circuit breakers in the electrical power
b

system. The staff also noted that magnets whose resistance to ground

becomes less than 10 megaohmsare in an incipient short circuit failure

state (likely due to internal water leaks), and these units are

'blacklisted' and scheduled to be removed from service. The staff was

also confident that removing the external causes of failure from the

magnets, such as the accelerator tunnel roof leaking through construction

openings during a bad rainstorm - the inleakage water caused nine magnets

to short to ground - would reduce the magnet failure rate to

O.016/magnet-year. 3"2° This is roughly a factor of two reduction in

failure rate, but still not an enviable failure rate for a large fusion

magnet. Using this magnet failure rate for a 24-TF coil fusion

, experiment, a magnet would fail every three years.

The Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) device published a document

describing several magnet faults. 3"21 These faults were caused by

water leakage from burst hoses or failed fittings, corrosion products

blocking coolant flow, and poor quality soldered joints. Several design

modifications were made: route the cool inlet water to enter on the

larger, cooler side of the magnet to minimize magnet thermal stresses,

provide chemistry control of the coolant water, locate water manifolds

under magnets to prevent leaks from flowing down into the magnet body_ and

use more stringent joint soldering specifications.

The Tandem Mirror Experiment-Upgrade(TMX-U)publishedsome of its

. operatingexperiences.3"zz While these magnetswere themselves

housed in a vacuum chamber,some of the events that occurredto them are

of interestto the more conventionaltokamakmagnet designersand
R

operators. The first event was that the TMX-U staff discoveredthat three

of the 24 flowmeterswould read normal flow rates when there was no flow

in the cooling system. The instrumentswere replacedand an inspection



program was set up to verify correct functioning of the flowmeters.

Another event was the buildup of rust-colored sediment in the magnet

conductor and cooling water piping. A clear piece of tubing in one of the

lines showed the operations staff that the material was accumulating. The

cooling circuits were then periodically flushed with an acid solution to

eliminate the foreign material buildup. There were also two ground fault

problems. The first fault was in a power supply transformer. The circuit

was bridged until a scheduled repair session. Reinsulating the

transformer took a few weeks to finish. The other ground fault was in an

loffe coil. The coil, upon installation, read a low resistance to

ground. As the coil performance deteriorated, efforts to find tile

location of the fault (actually multiple faults) were unsuccessful. The

circuit was grounded near the several short circuits to allow continued

operation. After 2 years, a power supply shorted, allowing power to flow

through both grounds. This resulted in an arc that punctured the

conductor. The puncture location was roughly detected by listening with a

stethoscope while pressurizing the conductor with compressed air. Upon

investigation, the staff found that the coil insulation was charred and

darkened, indicating heating for some time. The insulation had been
t

damaged prior to impregnation when nearby welding had overheated
it.3-2z

A recent event for water-cooled magnets was the failure of inter-turn

insulation for a field shaping coil on the RFX machine. 3"23 During

acceptance tests, the coil experienced flash-over around the Kapton and

epoxy resin insulation. The total flash-over path was about 70-80 mm

long, and there were no discernible defects in the epoxy impregnation to

initiate such a breakdown path. The breakdown went from the lowermost

conductor, around the inter-turn Kapton insulation, then reached the

second lowest conductor of the inner layer. A large carbonized area was

created, and the whole area is delaminated due to the gas pressure

generated by the event. Repairs were performed, but no specific repair
information was discussed.

Another recent event occurred at the Texas Tokamak (TEXT)

experiment. 3-_4 In this event, a poloidal field (PF) coil that was

discharged for a particular operating rUn h_d electromagnetic forces

generated in it by the plasma itself. This energy deposition caused coil

3-I0
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electrical damage. Magnet designers have generally noted that this sort

of event is possible, 3"2_ However, design analyses for the Next

European Torus (NET) PF coils noted that an induced current event is not

dangerous to the coils, 3"26 The NET team concluded that induced

. fields are much lower energy than the normal driving currents in the

coils, for both TF and PF magnets, and the NET PF coils have low

inductance coefficients, which should protect them from damage,

Accelerator design changes and the movement to the higher field

superconducting magnets began in the early 1980Ss, Superconducting

magnets were discussed in the last chapter. Suggested magnet component

failure rates for both magnet types are presented in the next chapter.

Vibration,and perhapsthermalcycling,that causes bolts to loosen

has been noted on the large tokamaks.3"3 The Advanced Toroidal

Facility3-27helicalfield coils had small load transducers

installedon the clampingstuds to monitortheir tension. This optionmay

be desirable if the radiationfield of the device is not too strong to

damage the transducers. Many transducershave ratingsfor high radiation,I

and their failurerates do not show any significantincreaseto account

for high radiationfields.

An event that has been discussedin detailin several

reports3"3,3"2B'3"29'3"30,3-3!is the structuralfailureof a large,

normal-conductingmagnetohydrodynamic(MHD)magnet in 1982. This magnet

had a design of eitheroperatingas a water cooledmagnet, or as a

nitrogen precooled_cryogenicmagnet. The magnetdesign allowedstresses

above the ultimatetensilestrengthof the aluminumcollar fingers,or

keys (as in key ways), that held the magnet parts together. The magnet

failed catastrophicallyat anout half its design load of 6 Tesla. The

event served to greatly alter magnet design practices. Since this type of

design is Ilolongerused, such an event is not consideredrelevantto

magnet design or safetywork.

There "Islittle publishedmaterialon operatingexperiencesfor

cryogenicnormal-conductingmagnets. Most fusionexperimentscurrently

use water-cooledmagnets. MHD experimentsare tendingtoward

3-II
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superconducting magnets, as have particle accelerators and medical

technology applications.

The types of problems we have seen in fusion and other water-cooled

magnet experiencesare water coolingproblems,insulationproblems,and

structuralproblems, Table 3-2 gives a brief summaryof the problems

discussed in this chapter. Water cooling problems include accidently

shutting off valves, loss of coolant from burst hoses, foreign material

buildup inside the cooling channels, leaking fittings and welds, cooling

water temperature variations that affect magnet life, and cooling water

hoses hooked to the wrong port after maintenance. Insulation problems

include insulation that does not allow the magnet to thermally relax,

insulation - aither damaged or inadequate - that allows electrical

breakdown between conductors, between coils, and between coil and ground,

weld heating that degraded insulation, and water intrusion that degraded

insulation.

Structural problems include magnet vibration that loosens bolts and

allows foreign material to work into the coil turns, and the friction

generated by small amounts of magnet shifting. Another event seen from

accelerator and other non-fusion magnets is overheating or electrical

faults that lead to flres.

Magnet designers should examine these events to appreciate the

environment in which their magnets will be required to function.

Provisions should be taken for non-ldeal situations like high conductivity

cooling water, high vibration, nearby welding whose heat degrades

electr :al insulation, and other features of the operating environment.

3-12



TABLE3-2, SUMMARYOF NORMAL-CONDUCTINGMAGNETOPERATINGEXPERIENCES

RELEVANTTO FUSIONDESIGNAND SAFETY

Electrical fires

Loss of cooling water into the building

Failure to provide adequate cooling water
,,

Industrial fires

Sabotage

Magnet overheating by connection to incorrect power supply

Loose wrench in the magnetic field causing a short circuit in buswork

Loss of cooling water flow

Magnet overheating due to inadvertent switch of cooling water lines

Short circuits due to improper epoxy insulation

Cooling water temperature fluctuations

Electrical power transients causing magnet short circuits

Support system instrumentation faults in flowmeters

Foreign material intrusion in cooling water

• Electric arc because of ground fault
Inter-turn insulation failure

Plasma electromagnetic forces generated damaging current in an

unused PF coil

Bolts loosening because of vibration and thermal cycling

3-i3
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4, Suggested Failure Rat.es for Magnet Components

This chapter describes selection of suggested failure rates for

resistive and superconducting magnet subcomponents. These failure rates

carl be applied to specific magnet designs to devel(_p system reliabilities,

unavailabilities, or can be used for probabilistic risk assessment

calculations, F'ault tree analysis, quantified with component failure
'4

rates, is the primary tool for modeling systems to obtain their
unavailabil ities.

The failure rates described here are mainly taken from Failure studies

of similar equipment. Reported failure rates are generally given for

mature equipment that exIlibits reasonably consistent behavior; therefore,

the reported failure rates are constant values. This means that all early

failures, such as _burn-in' or 'break-in _ faults, manui;acturing defects,

assembly errors, installation errors, _hemical/physical contamination of

materials, use of substandard materials, poor workmanship, etc., have not

been included in the analysis to generate the failure rates. The

classical "bathtub curve", as shown in Figure 4-I, applies to components I,

in this chapter. The figure shows a plot of failure rate versus operating

hours, where the early failure rate is initially very high and decreases
i,

with time, then levels out to a practically constant value for the chance

failure rate over the majority of component operating life, and finally

the wearout failure rate increases with time in tile end of' life

region. 4"I'4"2 Chance failures might be caused by insufficient

safety factors, stress or strain conditions that exceed the design

envelope, potential human errors in operations, and component

misapplications. Wearout failure causes might be material wear, fatigue,

creep, corrosion, general deterioration, a life of poor maintenance, or a

short design life. 4"I The failure rates presented in this chapter

are chance, or random, values over the useful component operating life.

Error' factors or conservative upper bounds on the failure rates are given
whenever possible.

If analysts choose to use these failure rates for risk or availability

assessment, then they are implicitly assuming that there have been rigid

quality assurance and pre-operational testing programs to eliminate the
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early or 'burn-in' failures. They are also assuming that there is an

adequate design margin in the equipment to provide a long life span, such

that wearout failures are not encountered during facility operation, just

like the design life of the equipment chosen to draw analogies to these

fusion magnet components. I have not addressed commoncause or dependent

failures in this chapter. Some of these failuresare highly influencedby

the reactordesign, and must be treatedwhen adequatedesign il_Formation

is available. Generally, these types of failures can be approached using

the standard Beta factor methods and by explicit modeling, such as for

internalfloods and other consequentialevents.4"_ Some human error

probabilitiesfor initiatingevent modeling are discussedin the next

section.

To give the reader some insightas to the approximateregions of the

early, useful, and wearout life spans, I have some examplesfrom the

literature. Electroniccomponentshave been scrutinizedfor their early

life or 'burn-in'characteristics. For an electronicassembly,such as a

circuitcard, the early life might be on the order of 50 to 150 operating

hours, and the early failurerate might reduce by factorsof 2 up to 10 to

the useful life value.4"4 On a much more complexscale, a study of

22 newly startedUS commercialnuclearpower plants showed that for the

first testing period after initialcriticality(startup),the inadvertent

shutdown (scram)rate was a factor of 5 higher than for the 76 mature US

nuclearplants. The number of inadvertentshutdownscan be consideredto

be an indicatorof plant safety,with the fewer shutdownsbeing better.

Some of these new plants averagedbetter than one inadvertentshutdown

each month. A US commercialnuclearpower plant might be in

pre-operationaltestingafter initialcriticalityfor periodson average

of 8 months,while a few plants have taken two oy"more years. The new

plants study4-5showedthat equipmentforced outagescaused an

average3 hours of downtimeper 1,000 operatinghours in the first quarter

year after initialplant criticality. The equipmentinducedoutages
n

reducedto 0.5 hours of downtimeper 1,000 operatinghours by the

beginningof the secondyear after initialcommercialoperation. The new

plant study considereda mature plant to be over'4 years of the standard

40 year power plant life.4"5 Therefore,I considerthe early life

for the power plant equipmentto be on the order of 3-4 years (including

the 8 months of testing),with inadvertentoutages reducedby a factor of

4-3
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six. Magnet systems would probably be somewhere between these estimates,

perhaps closer to I or 2 years of early life, and on the order of 10 or

more years of useful life.

. Montgomery4-6 has correlated his data base on magnet failures

with the time of failure, and he found that 72% of the failures were in

. initial or early operations (likely within the first year), 20%of the

failures were in the useful life region (perhaps on the order of I0

years), and 8% of the entries were wearout type failures. Several

insights can be drawn from these results. First, many of the magnets

exhibit their faults early on, perhaps within the first year of

operation. More rigorous pre-tukamak operations testing of the actual

magnets to be installed may lead to improved identification of any

inherent magnet flaws before the magnets are installed around the torus.

Second, for a two phase experiment like ITER, the first year or two of the

Physics Phase might serve as an important break-in period, since hands-on

maintenance is allowed during that phase. However, we must also note that

extensive downtime early in the project life may threaten its funding for

later stages of operation. Third, so many early faults leads us to

question the adequacy of existing magnet quality assurance practices.

I

Magnets themselves are made up of only a few components. Both

normal-conducting and superconducting magnets are composed of a conductor,

spacers, electrical insulation, an exterior case, and current leads t n

route electrical power to the conductor. The magnets are usually

supported or buttressed by large structures, such as structural braces and

concrete pedestals. This section will address failure rate information

for the components mentioned here, which form the bounds for the magnet

system. Other subsystems, such as magnet cryogenic coolant and electrical

power, will be topics for future work in the fusion component reliability

area. Since there are already fission-related data bases for water

. cooling 4"7 and electrical component failure information, 4-8

those subsystems will not be given attention here.

Field experience is the best means available for good estimation of

magnet component failure rates. Unfortunately, the fusion operating

experience published to date does not typically contain enough information

to calculate failure rates. Whenpossible, inferences are drawn here from

4-4
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the collected information, Laboratory testing or accelerated life testing

is another typicalmeans to obtain failurerate data; however, few of

these test resultsare availablefor use in this report. Fusion safety

analyststypicallyuse an 'analogymethod'to obtain failure rates; that

is, apply failurerate values from analogousor similarequipmentused in

other industriesor fields of scientificresearch,such as the fission

power industry.4"7'4"9'4"I°Since the same industrialbase will w

fabricatefusion components,equipmentalreadyproduced and used by that

industrialbase gives good insightsto futurefusion component

performance.4"I° Normal-conductingmagnet subcomponents,both

water-cooledand cryogenicliquid cooled,will be consideredfirst, then

superconductingmagnet subcomponentswill be addressed.

4.1 Normal-conductinQmaqnet component___Es

This sectionpresentsfailure rates for componentsin water-cooledand

cryogeniccooled normalconductingmagnets. The conductor,conductor

electricalconnections,cooling lines, electricalinsulation,spacers,and

magnet mountings are considered.

4.1.1 Normal-ConductingMagnet Conductors, The conductorfor water

cooled magnets is basicallya copper, or other material,tube.

Establishednuclear fissionindustryfailurerates for N-stamp (American

Society of MechanicalEngineers[ASME]nucleargrade approved)steel pipes

and welds can be generallyappliedto water-cooledmagnets. However,

since all of the large experiments,JT-60, JET, and TFTR, have had

significantdowntime and sufferedproblemswith water leakage from their

magnets, the suggestedfissionplant piping failurerates may be liberal

values,and may not accuratelyaccountFor future occurrences. Unfor-

tunately,accurate failurerate calculationsbased on the three large

tokamak failureeventswould requiremore information;namely, the length

of coolant tubing,the numberof brazes/welds,and the total magnet pulse

demands or time of operationfor each of the three tokamaks. Considering

the overall magnet leakageoperatingexperienceof these three fusion

experiments,we can find a rough, approximatefailurerate. JET has 32 TF

coils, for about 256 magnet-years;TFTR has 20 TF coils for 180 magnet-

years; and JT-60 has 18 TF coils for roughly I08 magnet-years. These
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values give a point estimate failure rate for water-cooled TF magnet

leakage of 3 faults/(256+180+108 magnet-years) = 6E-O3/magnet-year. An

upper bound failure rate would be a 95% Chi-square value using (2x3)+I=7

degrees of freedom, or 14.067/2(256+180+108) = 1.3E-O2/magnet per year.

. Please note that all Chi-square values are taken from standard statistical

tables, such as Amstadter. 4-11

The conductor tubes are separated by some form of insulator, usually

some kind of fiber reinforced epoxy resin or perhaps mylar sheeting.

Short circuits between conductors have been a problem for accelerator

magnets (mentioned in Chapter 3), and a concern for fusion magnet

designers. A major reason for this concern is that repairs toa wound

conductor are difficult at best, usually requiring machine disassembly and

significant downtime, and impossible at worst. Fusion safety analysts are

also concerned that possible arcs or fires could volatilize the neutron

activated magnet structure. Magnet replacement is a typical response in

the case of a magnet arc, as seen in the accelerator data for their

resistive magnets. The magnet reliability data published by Fermilab for

their main ring accelerators suggests that insulation faults that allow

short circuits from turn-to-turn and to ground have been

. severe.4"12 Between1972 and 1979,many of the 1258water-cooled

magnetshad short circuits,a high failurerate being O.09/year. Over

1978 and 1979, this value decreasedto O.035/year. Fermilabpersonnel

believedthat due to new techniquesof applyingepoxy resins,the

post-1979failure rate would be reducedto O.016/year. This average value

seems high, especiallyfor a systemwith over 1,200 magnets. Overall,

since fusion resistivemagnetsappear to have been more reliablethan

these older acceleratormagnets, I have investigatedother 'similar

equipment'to approximatelyquantifyelectricalinsulationfailurerates.

To accountfor advancesin insulationmaterialsand fabrication

technologysince 1979, I searchedfor large capacitorfailurerates.

Unfortunately,availableinformationon large, high voltagecapacitorsis

not readilyapplicableto normalmagnet operation,since capacitors

_enerallyhave a high voltagebetweenplates,while magnetsusually have a

low voltagebetweenplates. I obtained a point estimatefailure rate of

IE-O6/operatinghour for all capacitorfailuremodes_ reported by Green
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and Bourne. 4"t3 Since this value would have to be scaled up to

account for size differences between fusion magnet pancake plates and

Capacitor plates, the resultant failure rate value would likely be larger

than the accelerator experience value given above. I recommend using the

accelerator values for initial safety and risk analyses, until designers

and manufacturers can provide more definite failure rates for specific
equipment.

Studies of electrical insulation accelerated life tests under a

variety of conditions (cryogenic temperatures, mechanical stresses, and

irradiation) may provide some future guidance in failure rate estimation.

Since irradiation can reduce dielectric breakdown voltage, even the

relatively mild irradiation that fus on magnets receive is a very
important factor in coil life.

The conductors can also plug up, perhaps stopping the flow of

coolant. For water-cooled resistive magnets, using fission reactor pipe

plugging values is applicable. Water coolant for magnets can carry

impurities that plate out in elbows, eddies, or the lowermost parts of the

coil, and there can be corrosion products carried from the coolant pipe

walls that can also plate out, as discussed in the TMX-U experiment

experience from Chapter 3. These same conditions of impurities, fouling,

plateout, etc., can easily exist in a fission plant. Failure rates for

N-stamp (that is, ASMEnuclear quality) small diameter water coolant

piping from fission reactors can be applied to gain order of magnitude

failure rate information. My suggested value for the pipe plugging

failure rate is IE-10/hour per meter of pipe, with an error factor of

30. 4"14 The error factor is the 95% upper bound divided by the

median failure rate. For our purpose, the error factor is approximately

the 95% upper bound divided by the mean failure rate.

Conductor connections are very similar to standard electrical

connectors or joints. Typically, a combination of brazing to copper and

mechanical bolted connections secure power 'leads to the magnet conductor.

An estimate of the failure rate of these copper joints would be 5E-O6/hour

per joint for open circuit and the same value can be used for short

circuits, based on electrical connectors. Both of these values have an
error factor of 10. 4"14

-
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Another area of interest is water cooling line connections to the

conductor. Fittings or other hose clamps are typically used to secure the

lines together. Chapter 3 discussed occasions where the hoses either

breached or became detached from the magnet. Since there are many,

, virtually uncounted cooling water hoses at each fusion facility, I cannot

provide an accurate estimate for a hose failure rate. Applying the

, breach/leakage failure rate for flexible hydraulic hoses (assuming a hose

section is roughly 4 meters long and has fittings on both ends) gives a

failure rate of about 2E-O6/hour, with a 3E-O6/hour 4"15 upper bound.

4.1.2 Normal-ConductingMagnet Spacers. The stainlesssteel spacersthat

hold coil windingsto appropriatetolerancesare similarto the zirconium

fuel elementgrid spacersfound in fissionreactors. Grid spacers

functionto hold fuel pins to exact tolerances,providingclearancefor

liquid coolantflow. The grid spacersmust functionin conditionsof high

heat fluxes, neutronand gamma irradiation,mechanicalstresses,and fuel

pin flow-inducedvibration. While these fissioncomponentsare widely

used, there is little reliabilitydata publishedon them. They are the

heart of a successfulfuel elementdesign,and are guarded as a trade

secret.4"Is Publishedwork on boilingwater reactorfuel element

. performancehave discussedthe fuel elementoverallperformanceand do not

quote grid spacer faultsas a contributingfault mode for fuel elements

(the faults consideredare corrosion,vibrationwear, etc.). With boiling

water reactorfuel performancereliabilitybetter than 99.998%,4"17

the set of grid spacersmust have an upper bound failurerate of much

lower than 2E-O5/elementper year. This randomfailurerate for a set of

fuel element grid spacersis a good approximationof a magnet spacer

failurerate, since the environmentis comparableand since the size of a

set of fissiongrid spacersis about the same size as a magnet spacer for

a large toroidalfield coil. Spacer performancein earthquakes,i.e.,

rupturecausingcoolantchannelblockage4"IB,must be examined

separately.

4.1.3 Normal-Conducting Magnet Mountings. Mountings for magnets are

similar to any sort of heavy industrial equ'ipment mounting. Magnets can

weigh from a few up to several hundred tons. Considering similar weight

items, such as large turbines and generators, that exert forces besides
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gravitational Force on the mount, and the successful operating experiences

these items have had, we intuitively know that the failure rate of their
0

mountings is small. A reliability study for world power plant

turbine-generators 4"I_ and review of recent editions of tile US

Enqlneerinq Nev/_sRecord journal show that while vibration problems and

blade cracking can occur, no turbines have broken their metal mountings or

concrete floor pedestals. Considering that there are about 3420 fission

reactor-yearsof experiencein the world4"2°,with no

turbine-generatormounts failing,and a 50% Chi-squaredistributionon

zero faults4"21,this gives 0.455/(2x3420reactor-years):

7E-OS/reactor-yearfor an overallmounting failurerate. Considering

three such mountingsin a nuclearpower plant (for the low pressure and

high pressure turbines,and the main generator),this gives an individual

mountingrandom failurerate of about 2E-O5/operatingyear. This is a

reasonablevalue to apply to each of the equipmentmounts at a tokamak

facility,given the weights involvedand the forces exerted. Considering

the environmentthat the concrete is in, irradiationof concrete does not

seem to greatlyweaken it, and since concrete is used as tank walls for

4-22possibleexposure tocryogenssuch as liquefiednaturalgas,

colder temperaturesshouldnot be a degrading influence,either. The 95%

upper bound Chi-squaremounting failurerate would be 3.841/(2x3420

reactor-yearsx 3 mounts/reactor)= 2E-O4/operatingyear. Mounting

performanceduring seismicevents must be consideredseparately,such as

the analysisperformedfor the "PowerGeneratingFusion Reactor"

design.4-23

4.2 Cr_yogenic Cooled Nor ma!;Conducting Magn.et Components

Much of the informationto be presented in the superconductor

subsectionwill apply to this magnet design. For a Bitter '_latemagnet

design,failure rates for copper alloy fracture,Bitter plate joint

fracture,and electrical insulationfaults are needed. Failure rates for

arcs betweenelectrical leads are also needed.

There has been some testingof copper alloys for the fusion

applications. One of these materialstests was an acceleratedlife test

for brazed copper alloy joints and copper alloy plates. Samples of brazed

joints were tested under a 276 MPa loadingfor 80,000 cycles, and did not
z
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experience a failure. The plates were tested under a 310 MPa load for

80,000 cycles and also did not experience a failure. 4"24 For the no

failures case, using a 50% Chi square distribution 4-21 on the number

of cycles gives 0.455/(2x80,000) : 3E-06/cycle. The 95% Chi-square upper

. bound is 3.841/(2x80,000) = 2,4E-05/cycle. The cycle stresses approximate

loads during an experiment pulse, so these failure rates can be used per

. experiment pulse. This average failure rate should be appropriate for

copper alloy Bitter plates and the brazes that join them together'.

Irradiation of normal-conducting magnets poses some small design

adjustments, such as increases in electrical resistivity, that must be

accounted for in the power supply design. 4"2s Electrical insulation

degrades under irradiation, and can be a life-limiting factor in magnet

operating life. Electrical insulation, such as Spaulrad-S, has been

tested under high irradiation conditions and shown decreases in electrical

resistance and in mechanical strength. 4"zB,4"27 Insulation

shrinkage under irradiation can also cause stresses to be generated inside

the magnet. These irradiation tests show degraded resistivity for large

irradiations, but do not attempt to quantify probabilities of failure.

Assuming large design margins (which may be optimistic for magnet design),

• an electrical insulation failure rate would likely be on the order of that

for electrical cable circuits, IE-07/hour with an error factor of

10. 4"14 A circuit is perhaps 200 feet long, or enough insulation

material to be equivalent to about a third of that needed between one set

of Bitter plates for a small tokamak experiment. Therefore, the magnet

insulation failure rate should be about 3E-07/hour, between one pair of

Bitter plates, with an error factor of I0.

The failure rate for cooling flow blockage must account for likely

events, such as freeze plugging by contaminants in the cryogen, such as

hydrogen and oxygen, and blockage from foreign materials. Foreign

. materials might include metals, such as bolts, washers, welding slag,

broken probe pieces, tools, etc., from the rest of the cryogenic piping.

Flow blockage failure rates from nuclear fission plants should be

appropriate, but I suggest raising the value by a factor of 10 to account

for special cryogenic (frozen air plugging, impurity plugging, etc.)

conditions. A pipe plugging failure rate value of IE-09/hour per meter of

pipe, with an error factor of 30, should be used. 4-14
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Magnet mounts, electrical leads, and other equipment failure rates

needed for cryogenic cooled normal-conducting magnets are very similar to

superconducting magnets. Due to the design similarities and coolant

similarities, the superconducting component failure rates can be used for

these magnets. The superconducting magnet component failure rates are

discussed in the next subsection.

4.3 Superconducting maq.netcomponents

This section dwells on forced flow superconducting magnets rather than

pool boiling magnets, since this sort of magnet design is needed for

higher field fusion applications. 4"2B This section gives

recommended failure rates for superconductors, their conduits, electrical

insulation, spacers, mountings, electrical leads, and magnet cases.

4.3.1 Superconductors. For superconductors,the conductorconduitis

probably 60% filledwith the niobiumutinsuperconductingwires

themselves. Gas impuritiesentrainedin the liquid helium can freeze in

the conduit, and hydrogen or other elements, created from radiation

bombardment in the insulating material, can freeze in the conduit and

block flow. Warmedhelium gas vapor can block or vapor lock th_ conduit.

For the reason of decreased flow area, I increased the fission-related

flow blockage value by a factor of I0 for conservatism to account for

these additional failure modes. This factor of I0 practice has been

applied for conservatism in other fusion risk assessment

work. 47'4"29,4"3° The value I suggest for use in estimating

superconductor conduit plugging is IE-O8/hour per meter, with an error
factor of 30. 4"14

Conduit breach is an important failure mode because of the severe

consequences to magnet availability and due to helium release and possible

overpressurization inside the magnet case. While the stainless steel

conduit may be square cross section rather than circular, nuclear 'Industry

small diameter N-stamp (i.e., ASMEnuclear quality) piping leakage failure

rates can be applied. This value is 3E-OB/hour per meter, with an error

factor of 30. 4"14
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Niobium-tin and niobium-titanium superconductors themselves have shown

reliable behavior in the LCT4"31 and other superconducting

applications, lt is generally reasonable to expect that when a component

has no fallures for a long period of time it is unlikely that is has a

. high failure rate. 4"32 I have chosen copper electric transmission

line cable failure rates to describe the order of magnitude of

. superconductor failure rates. Perhaps this is not the best analogy, but

it is the only one readily available, Several sources of failure

information on electric cables contributed to the following failure rate

est i mate, 4-B,4-33,4-34

For transmissionline cables of 15 kV or lower, the failurerate is on

the order of 7o5E-O6/hourper 305 m (1000 feet),with an upper bound value

of 2E-O4/hourper 305 m,4"B Large electricpower transmission

cables experienceon the order'of 0.4 to 0.7 failures/yearper 160

kilometers.4"31 An entire fusion reactortoroidalfield magnet set

might have on the order of 80 km (50 miles) of conductor,so these

transmissioncable failurerates seem somewhathigh to apply to

superconductors,given LCT and TESPE experience. Even though

superconductorsare under the influenceof radiationand thermal stresses

. that these cables are not, the superconductorfailurerates intuitively

seem to be lower than 'thatuf t,'ansmissioncables. Buende4"35used

fissionplant controlcircuitwiring as an order-of-magnitudefailurerate

for superconductorwiring. These values were 3E-O6/hourper magnet turn

for open circuits (errorfactor of 3), 3E°OT/hourper magnet turn foF

short circuitsto ground (errorfactor of 10), and IE-OB/hourper magnet

turn for short circuits to power (turn-to-turn, error factor of I0), I

assume that a magnet turn is on the order of about 30 meter,s (100 feet) in

length.

I chose a value of IE-OT/hourper meter as a reasonablepoint estimate

. open circuitfailurerate for superconductors,with about 3E-O6/hourper

meter as the upper bound. Other values bY Buende,4-35given above,

can also be used as needed. Future testingof ITER superconductingcables

will providemore accurateinformationon which to base true super-

conductorand conduit failurerates.
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4,3,2 Superconducting Magnet Cases. Magnet cases for superconducting

magnets are robustly designed and solidly built structures, They

withstand large pressures originating from magnetic fields, perhaps up to

several hundred MPa. These vessels are similar to fission reactor

pressure vessels, since they are thick wailed, are under irradiation,

experience temperature extremes, and undergo mechanical stresses,

Powell et al, 436 also made this analogy for superconducting magnet

cases. A nuclear' pressure vessel 99% upper bound breach failure rate for

an ASMESection I designed steam drum was reported by Bush4"37 to be

less than IE-OS/year, This random failure rate value is applicable to

breach events for each well designed magnet case at a given fusion

expe_iment, Magnet case responses to seismic events must be considered

separately by analysts skilled in that type of analysis.

4.3.3 Superconducting Magnet Mountings. The discussion for the resistive

magnet mountings also applies here, since the superconducting magnet

weight is more closely approximated by fission plant turbine and generator

weights (on the order of hundreds of tons per unit). The mounting failure

rate calculated earlier is 2E-OS/year, with an upper bound of 2E-O4/year,

4.3.4 Superconducting Leads. These electrical power leads are a crucial

interface between the magnet cryogenic area and the ambient environment.

They need cooling and must simultaneously insulate the magnet windings

against heat inleakage. Lead open circuits are similar to pipe rupture

events, since the leads are usually hollow to provide gas cooling flow.

Leads are also subject to the same sort of environment of the conductor

conduit, which was treated as a pipe. My suggested pipe rupture value to

apply to this hollow electrical lead open circuit failure rate is

1.5E-Og/hour-meter. I noted that Powell et al. 4"_ cited an assumed

lead open circuit failure rate of IE-OS/hour, a backup lead failure rate

of IE-O3/demand, and a magnet sensor (or detector) failure rate of

IE-O3/hour. I suggest using IE-O5/hour as the upper bound for lead open

circuit failures.

Conductor lead arcing as a random failure rate is similar to circuit

breaker arcing. This may not be the best analogy, since breakers can be

inductively loaded, which can drive arcs more energetically than resistive
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magnet loads, However, this is the best information available, even if it

might be overly conservative, If outside influences affect lead arcing,

such as entry of foreign gases with different electrical breakdown

characteristics, then this random failure rate is not appropriate, I

, assumed voltages up to I000 Volts during superconducting magnet

discharging when I chose the circuit breaker type, Circuit breakers can

. arc over between contacts when opening or closing. "rhIs is referred to as

"Internal breakdown across open poles' in the literature, and has an

average failure rate of 5E-OI/hour, with an upper bound of 6,3E-OI/hour,

accounting for a high radiation environment. 4"a This failure rate

is applicable to an arc between two fusion magnet leads, Insulation

failures may need to be taken into account, depending on the lead design,

Buende4"35cited IE-O8/hour as the failure rate for a short circuit

between a connection and the magnet case, such as an insulation breakdown

failure.

4.3.5 SuperconductorElectricalInsulation. Much work has been devoted

to studyingthe mechanicalbehaviorand irradiationbehaviorof electrical

. insulation for superconducting magnets. Unfortunately, accelerated life

tests have been few. The Frascati Tokamak Upgrade (FTU) device tested

some glass fabricepoxy insulationand showedthat the sampleswould

withstandover 20,000 laboratorytest pulse cycles, in normal and

cryogenictemperatures,for an upper bound failurerate of 5E-O5/cycle

(assumedto be equivalent'tofull power pulses).4"3B Above 150 MPa

axial stressthe sampleswould degrade,but below that stress,there was

no appreciableelectricaldegradation. However,this test was not

performedon irradiatedmaterial. There is some concernthat irradiation

will weaken the insulationso that it mechanicallycracks under normal

operationalstresses.4"39 ITERmagnet life is constrainedby

insulationusefullife. Buende4"3scited an insulationbreakdown

, failure rate of IE-O8/hourfor a short circuitto a magnet case.

, Investigatingfurther, I noted that epoxy insulationis used widely in

electricalmotors and other rotatingmachinery. My brief review of

. nuclear reactorprimarycoolant pump motor insulationfailurerates showed

resultson the order of IE-02 to iE-O3/yearper motor.44°,4"41

This range is roughlyone to two ordersof magnitudelarger than Buende's

value; however,reactorcoolantpump electricmotor epoxy insulationis in
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potentially harsh high temperature and high vibration conditions rather

than low temperature, higher irradiation, and moderate vibration

conditions, Until more accelerated life testing is performed specifically

for fusion magnet insulation, the IE-O8/hour random failure rate for

insulation Failures (assuming an error factor of 10) should be used, l'his m

is not a conservative failure rate if there have beP.nmachining

chips,screws, nuts or bolts, tools_ or' other foreign materials, left in

the machine,

Considering that major foreign material intrusion events have occurred

twice (see Chapter 2) in the roughly fifty years of fusion and accelerator

research, a point estimate failure rate is 2/50 years - 4E-.O2/year, wilh a

95% Chi square upper bound of II,07/(2 x BOyears) : 1,1E-OI/year. This

is not a very satisfying statistic_ since we do not have the information

to give a pet' magnet failure rate. However, if we consider total

operation in a year, 8760 hours/year, and a IE-t}8/hour insulation random

failure rate, this gives about iE-O4/year, or roughly a three orders of

magnitude reduction In failure rate if quality assurance is very strict in

keeping foreign materials out of the magnet,

Tables 4-I, 4-2, and 4-3 list the failure rates suggested here for

water.r-cooled normal-conducting, cryogenic normal-conducting and

superconducting fusion magnet risk and availability calculations, There

has also been some failure experience reporting on electr'ical components

4.4_4.43 and references 4-8 andfor magnet electrical power systems, ,

4-34 can also be used with conservatism.

The data reported in these two tables can be used for fault tree

analysis to determine magnet-related initiating event frequencies and

magnet availability. Risk and safety analysts appreciate that typically

the order-of-magnitude for failure rates are the primary concern for

quantifying fault tree analysis. In fact, extreme precision may not even 4

be believed, 4"44 These gross estimates of magnet component Failure

rates should suffice for most analyses.

The magnet availability task has already been performed for ITER,

using similar failure rate primarily from nuclear fission data
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TABLE4-I, SUGGESTEDFAILURE RATESFORNORMAL-CONDUCTINGFUSIONMAGNEI'

COMPONENTS

Suggested Upper Bound

, __P__e_D_t_ll._Et__ __E_L].E._ mode...... ___i_!_ureRaIL ..Fai.lur___Rate._

, Conductor breach 6E-O3/mag-yr I ,3E-.O2/mag-yr

Conductor plugging 5E-10/hour-m 1,SE-0B/hour-m

Conductorconnection open circuit 5E-06/hr-joint 5E-.05/hr-Joint

Conductorconnection short circuit 5E-06/hr-joint 5E-05/hr-joint

Conductorcooling breachor leakage 2E-06/hour_ 3E-06/hour

Iine per 4 m section

Epoxy insulation short circuit 1.6E-02/mag-yr 3.5E-02/mag-yr
N

Winding spacers fracture (a) 2E-05/mag-yr

Mounting collapse,shift 2E-05/mag-yr 2E-04/mag-yr

Note: mag-yr stands for per magnet per operatingyear

hour-m stands for per operatinghour per meter of length

hr-jointstands for per operatinghour per joint

(a) Use of the 95%confidence upper bnund is acceptablefor

most studies.
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TABLE4-2. SUGGESTEDFAILURE RATESFORCRYOGENICCOOLEDNORMAL-CONDUCTING

FUSIONMAGNETCOMPONENTS

Suggested Upper Bound .

Subcomponent name Failure mode Eai]ure Rate Failure. R,ate ,

q

Copper Bitter coil fracture 3E-O6/pulse 2.4E-OS/pulse

Copper coil braze fracture 3E-O6/pulse 2.4E-OS/pulse

Cooling channel plugging 5E-Og/hour-m 2E-O7/hour-m

Magnet insulation short circuit 3E-O7/mag-hour IE-O6/mag-hour

Winding spacers fracture (a) 2E-OS/mag-yr

Mounting collapseor shift 2E-OS/mag-yr 2E-O4/mag-yr

Electricalleads arcing per pair 5E-OI/hour 6.3E-O7/hour

Electricalleads open circuit 2E-Og/hour-m IE-OS/hour-unit

Magnet case breach (a) IE-O5/mag-yr

Notes" The times cited here are operatingtimes, not calendar times.

Mag-yr stands for per magnet per operatingyear,

hour-m stands for per hour per meter of length

hour-unitstands for per hour per unit (pair of leads)

Cooling for these magnetswill be treated in a future cryogenics

system operatingexperiencereport.

(a) Use of the 95% confidenceupper bound is acceptablefor

most studies.
Q
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TABLE 4-3. SUGGESTEDFAILURE RATESFORSUPERCONDUCTINGFUSIONMAGNET

COMPONENTS

. Suggested Upper Bound

Subcomponent name Failure mode Failure Rate Failure Rate

p

Conductor open circuit IE-OT/hour-m 3E-O6/hour-m
J

,

Conductor conduit breach 3E-OS/hour-m IE-O6/hour-m

Conductor conduit plugging 5E-9/hour-m 2E-O7/hour-m

Magnet insulation short circuit IE-OS/mag-hour IE-O7/mag-hour

Winding spacers fracture (a) 2E-OS/mag-yr

Mounting collapse or shift 2E-O5/mag-yr 2E-O4/mag-yr
4'

Electricalleads arcing per pair 5E-O7/hour 6.3E-O7/hour

Electrical leads open circuit 2E-O9/hour-m iE-OS/hour-m

Magnet case breach (a) IE-O5/mag-yr

Note: The times cited here are operating times, not calendar times.

mag-yr stands for per magnel per operating year,

hour-m stands for per hour per meter

Cooling for these magnets will be treated in a separate report.

(a) Use of the 95% confidence upper bound is acceptable for

. most studies.
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bases. 44s The overall magnet system random failure rates for the

ITER design were calculated to be 3E-O4/hour (error factor of 2) for the

set of toroidal field magnets, and 1.SE-O4/hour (error factor of 2) for

the set of poloidal field magnets. Liberal estimates for downtime for the

toroidal magnets is 1400 hours, and 4200 hours for the poloidal

magnets. 4-45 More recent downtime estimates are on the order of

several years rather than fractions of a year. These failure rates and

repair downtimes should be comparable to similarly designed and sized

magnets, and can be used as a validity check on results for future work.

z
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5. Magnet Initiating Events

This chapterdiscussesinitiatingeventsfor superconductingmagnets,

Initiatingevents (IEs) are those failureevents that can result in

significantdamage, so that passiveor activeprotection systemsare w

needed to protect either the magnet, the general public, plant workers, or

all three. IEs are thought of as internal - faults within the facility or

system, like weld failures, etc., and external - faults outside the system

(earthquakes, aircraft impacts, etc.). Since future fusion experiments

call for superconducting magnets, the effort for IEs will be directed

toward those types of magnets. I first briefly summarize what the

operating experiences are telling us, then I briefly review the work

published to date on magnet initiators. Finally, I present a set of IE

frequencies from these published evaluations for NET and ITER.

Table 5-I gives the summaryof the types of operatingexperiences

listed at the end of Chapters2 and 3. The major types of operatienal

problems that would become IEs in a risk assessmentwould be those that

are a large threat to orderly shutdownof the magnet (thus propagatingan

accidentand leadingto long downtimesfor repairs),threats to adjacent

systems (particularlythe vacuum vessel,any coolantlines, or tritium

lines),or threatsto the confinementbuilding,.An explanationis given

next to the summarydescriptionin Table 5-I if I believe that it has th_

potentialto threatenthe magnetsor other systemsin a fusion facility.

Acceleratorexperienceshows us that fires from both electricalsystems,

such as faulty power suppliesor electric arcs, and industrialoperations,

such as welding, are an area that need more risk analysisattentionin

fusion facilityrisk assessments. I discuss this more in section5.2.

Other possible IEs appearto be treatedunder major headings of Loss of

Coolant, Loss of Flow, Loss of InsulatingVacuum,Short Circuit,etc.

The Toroidal Energy Storage Experiment(TESPE)in Germany and the

Large Coil Task {LCT) at the Oak Ridge NationalLaboratoryhave

contributedgreatlyto magnet safety knowledgeregardinuthe ways that

magnets can fail, the consequencesof failures,and failure severity.

Probabilitiesof failureare more difficultto find, but there is some

publishedwork in this area. Most of the data for basic magnet failure



TABLE5-I, SUMMARYOF MAGNETOPERATINGEXPERIENCESFOR INITIATING EVENTS

Superconducting Magnets

Loose ferrous objects in the magnetic field An IE, could
puncture a
vacuum shield

• or torus port

Electric arcs
Damagedelectrical insulation
Magnet turn-to-turn short circuit References
Electric arc between magnet leads 5-4 to 5-8
Pancake-to-pancake short circuits due to foreign recognize

material intrusion arc events
Diagnostic lead short circuit

Electrical fires This IE
Power supply short circuiting should be
Helium compressor motor short circuit treated

Magnet quenches I This event is
Plasma disruption induced magnet quenches I treated as IE

Helium vent piping failures This event
could help
propagate an
accident

Insulating vacuum jacket rupture or breach This IE is
Liquid helium boil and overpressure release treated in

from gas recovery system reference 5-6
Cracked welds on magnet cases, leading to helium as Loss of

admission to vacuum insulation space Insulating
Vacuum thermal shield leaks Vacuum

Cryogenic helium leaks potential IE,
Loss of
Coolant

Bolt loosening from vibration and thermal cycling possible IE
if breaches
system or
becomes

. a missile

Humanleft in the experiment vault just prior Personnel
to fusion pulse operations hazard only

Unsoldered magnet inter-turn splices IE, Rupture
Niobium-Titanium superconductor strand breakage of a winding

Poor cryogenic system performance to keep magnets cool --
Magnet training --
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TABLE 5-I, SUMMARYOF MAGNETOPERATINGEXPERIENCESFORINITIATING EVENTS

(Continued)

Normal-conductingMagnets

Electricalfires I This IE must
Industrialfires I be treated

Loss of coolingwater into the building l'hisIE "
Failureto provide adequatecoolingwater is treated
Magnet overheatingby connectionto incorrect under

power supply Loss of
Magnet overheating due to inadvertent switch of Coolant

cooling water lines Accident
r

Loss of cooling water flow This IE
Foreign material intrusion in cooling water is called

Loss of Flow
Accident

Loose wrench in the magnetic field causing a This IE
short circuit in buswork should be

treated

Short circuits due to improper epoxy insulation Short
Electrical power transients causing magnet circuits and

short circuits arcs are IEs
Inter-turn insulation failure treated by
Electricarc becauseof ground fault safety work

Plasma electromagneticforces generateddamaging This IE
current in an unused PF coil needs further

treatment

Bolt looseningfrom vibrationand thermalcycling possible IE
if breaches \
system or
becomes
a missile

Sabotage --
(two events during the US-VietnamConflict)

Coolingwater temperatureFluctuations --

Support system instrumentationfaults -,flowmeters --
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rate quantification appear to have come From nuclear fission plant data
sources.

Magnet failures and their effects on other systems are regarded as

• important to overall fusion facility safety, as discussed For the IGNITOR

and ITER projects, s't,s'2'5"3 Magnets contain stored electrical

, energy that can volatili;;e irradiated meta'Is, either the magnet itse'If or

adjacent structures, and such faults could easily release cryogenic

'liquids whose overpressure could defeat confinement building integrity.

Magnet motion, even on the order of a few centimeters, could break tritium

lines or diagnostic penetrations into the vacuum vessel and lead to

radioactive releases• Even for less severe transients, magnets are very

hard to repair, and significant downtime, months to years - or even

several years - could be realized when trying to replace a coil.

Therefore, magnet transients are an important issue for fusion facilities.

5,! Internal Everlt_

. A set of superconducting magnet initiating events from the Next

European Torus (NET) magnet safety study is given in Table

_ 5-2. s'4's'5,5.6 The IE frequencies of occurrence are cited or

estimated from the published work and are presented in this table. Other

work by Buende5"7 is also included in this table. Work by KfK also

lists these same initiators. 5"a Table 5-3 gives some International

Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) magnet IE frequencies. 5"9

These frequencies are specifically calculated for the NET and ITER

machines, but can be applied as order-of-magnitude indicators to forced

flow superconducting magnets of similar design, especially for screening

out low probability accident scenarios. Specific IEs for a given design

must be calculated using component failure rate data or human error

probability data. Typically, fault trees are used to provide IE

• frequencies.

There are other internal events of cuncern not addressed in theJ

tables. 5"I° As stated by Montgomery5"11and from 1979

Princeton Large Torus operating experience with a wrench breaking a vacuum

window, 5"12 unsecured tools in the magnetic field have caused

5_4



TABLE 5-2, SUPERCONDUCTINGMAGNET INITIATINGEVENTS FROM NET SI'UDIES

TF Coil Quench 1,SE-O1/year

TF Coil loss of Wire Continuity > IE-O3/year

Arcing due to Coil Damage > iE-O2/year ,

Complete TF Coil Break > iE-O4/year Reference
5-3, and

Large CryogenicLoss of Coolant IE-O4/year 5-4

PF Coil Quench > IE-O4/year

Complete PF'Coil Break > IE-O2/year

Short Circuit in TF Current Leads IE.OS/hour

Ruptureof a TF CurrentLead ]E-Og/hour

Short Circuit in a TF Winding IE-O7/hour Reference
5-5

Ruptureof a TF Winding IE-Og/hour

Short Circuit in I'FPancakeConnection IE-O8/hour

Rupture in TF PancakeConnection 3E-Og/hour

Loss of InsulatingVacuum 3.4E-O3/year I Reference
I5-6
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TABLE 5-3. SUPERCONDUCTINGMAGNETINITIATING EVENTSFROMITER STUDIES

........ Initi__ating_ EventTitle ..... ......... IE Erequency_

I'F Coil quench (per coil set) 9.6E-O5/hour

, TF Coil external short circuit IE-12/hour
(per coil set)

TF Coil internal short circuit 6.4E-O6/hour
(per coil set) Reference

5-9
PF Coil quench (per coil set) 3.5E-O4/hour

PF Coil external short circuit 3.6E-12/hour
(per coil set)

PF Coil internal short circuit 5,SE-O5/hour
,, (per coil set)

Note: Assuming 25% availability for ITER gives about 2200 hours/year.
These failure rates are generally order-of-magnitude comparable

• to those presented for NET, which demonstrates reasonable accuracy,
given the design differences and the applicability of the data.
The 3.6E-12/hour rate for PF coil faults is extremely low,

. virtually insignificant. I do not have an explanation for this
value.

v
v
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unwanted events at fusion facilities. As Chapter 2 of this report

discussed, the medical industry has had a significant problem with this

sort of event, including many pe_sonnel and MRI patient injuries. The

probability of leaving a ferritic object, such as a tool or a lost bolt,

etc., in the work area is on the order of IE-O2/maintenance session, based

on human error rates. 5"13 Also, magnet charging and discharging

transients can create an overcurrent condition that allows a sustained arc
(,,

event if the magnet protective systems do not actuate to dissipate the

electrical energy in the coils. Such transients could occur with a

frequency as high as IE-O2/year. 5"14 If protective systems are

considered comparable to fission reactor protective systems, then a

failure rate for such a system is 3E-OS/demand.5"14 Spurious

(unneeded) protective system actuations should be expected to occur as a

I/year event, just as unnecessary nuclear power plant shutdown events

occur yearly due to their protective systems sending false signals.

There have not been any magnet structuralfailuresor Fatiguefailures

in _us_onexperimentmagnets. A rough probabilitybased on this

experienceis zero failuresin roughly45 years to give a 50% Chi square

point estimateof 5E-O3/yearthat any of the magnets would suffer'a major

structuralfailure. There is a considerablepositivefeeling among

designersthat this sort of worst case 'magnetmissile'structuralfailure

event has been totallydesignedout of fusion magnets,to give a less than

IE-O6/yearfrequency (meaningnot credible). Indeed,magnet safety work

for a fusion experiment 5-Is and for a superconducting MHDs-IB

experiment gives the probability of major structural failure as "Low",

meaning that it is not expected to occur over the life of the facility.

This is certainly in the IE-04 to IE-O6/year frequency range. For

completeness, we must acknowledge that magnet structural failures

encompass more than just the worst case missile event. Magnet shifting,

even on the order of a few centimeters, was already explained to be a

safety threat. A concertedeffort on the part of ITER designersto design

in high coefficientsof frictionfor the TF magnets on ITER should mean

that some outsideperturbationor failureevent must occur to cause magnet

shifting. Either highly unbalancedmagneticforces, pedestalfailure,or

an earthquakeare the likely causes of magnet shifting. We now have an

individualmagnet mount or pedestal failurerate on the order of

5-7
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2E-O5/year, from Chapter 4. However, that is an extremely low failure

rate. Therefore, for conservatism, I assume that magnet shifting will

occur with a frequency of IE-O4/year, 5"9 which is the generally

assumed design value for the return period of a severe earthquake at a

. given site.

Q Loss of magnet coolant flow should be addressed, since inadvertent
valve closures, human errors, or control errors could result in no helium

flow. A humanerror rate of iE-O3/machine operating period will likely

dominate the probability for that event, 5-13although computer

control faults should also be examined.

The events discussed here and their frequencies can serve as a guide

for future magnet safety analysis and risk assessment work. External

events, including fires, are discussed in the following subsection.

5.2 External Events

Magnet responses to external events should be considered for a

complete treatment of magnet safety. Amongthe most frequently occurring

of the so-called external events are fires inside buildings. Electrical

fires could cause electrical events inside the magnet set, such as partial

depowering. Fires could also cause liquid helium boiling, which leads to

insufficient magnet cooling, vapor locking of flow, etc. Electrical and

industrial fires might occur with a rough frequency of 3E-O2/year, based

on Fission reactor experiences. 5"14 Recall that the Brown's Ferry

power plant fire began as a small cable tray fire that became a major

event as the staff struggled to get the plant back under control with the

loss of so many electrical control signal cables. 5-17

Magnet motion during seismic events is important, if the cases move or

. if cooling pipes sway and impact on the more rigid casings. Water floods

inside the building could cause cryogenic system and electrical equipment

. problems° Cryogenic system breaches must be examined for their damage to

the magnet system, their release of cold fluid into the room, and the

effect of overpressure on the confinement building. Can cryogens freeze

water piping into fracturing or plugging from ice buildup? Can cryogens
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cause electrical cable degradation due to thermal contraction? FloodingQ

is often overlooked in fission power plants, but should be considered as a

design basis event for fusion, so that adequate provision for water or

cryogen draining - in case of a pipe leakage/rupture event or fire

suppressionsystem actuationevent - has been made.5"IB Significant

seismic events and major in-buildingfloods are probably on the order of

IE-03 to IE-04 events per year. I note that for severalfission reactor

risk assessments,while no single IE is a major contributorto risk at all

power plants, externalevents (earthquakes,fires, and floods)were a

significantportion of the overall facilityrisk profile,on the order of

40% to 80% of plant risk.s'Ig These events cannot be ignored.

Electricalpower outagesfrom switchyardproblems,lightningstrikes,

incoming power lines arcingover, etc., would not greatly affect the

flywheel energy storagesystemsfor PF magnet power, but would hamper

control room instrumentationreadings,electricalcontrolpower, and would

challengesafe shutdownbackup power sources. Loss of offsite power

eventswould probablybe on the order of 0.5 to I/year during facility

operation. Of course, "these estimates are only informed judgements based

on my risk assessment experience. Future fusion facilities would need

site specificdata gatheringto calculategood internaland external IE

frequencyestimates.

Design-specificevent externalto the magnetsthemselves,such as loss

of the cryoplantor the computercontrol system,can be difficultto

quantify. There are also other events that are difficultto quantify

without specific information. For example,water coolant lines for the

fusion blanket, first wall, or divertor could breach and allow steam or
z

hot water to impingeon the magnet casings. Flywheels,if used at a given

facility,could fractureand present concernssimilarto fracturedturbine

blades at conventionalpower plants.

m

Other externalevent frequencieswould be highly site specific,such

as those for aircraft impacts,forest fires,dam failures,heavy rains,

mudslides,hail storms,etc. Analystsmust judge what appropriate

probabilitieswould be, based on site meteorologicaldata and other

5-g
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information. Review of safety information for other industrial and

scientific facilities in the regions near the proposed site should support

these additional analyses. I have noted that the United Nations

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)publishes

. annual summaries of natural disaster information, which is a useful source

of data for finding severity and return periods for external floods,

forest fire._:, heavy snowfalls, extreme hailstorms, mudslides, etc., around

the world.
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APPENDIX A

This appendix contains a reproduction of magnet failure event

citations from the lless accessible past studies of magnet historical

operating experiences. Work by Powell et al. a'_ and Thome and

Czirr A-2 is treated. More recent events from the past six years are

discussed in the main body of this report.
p

Table A-I gives citations from the work by Powell et al. a-1

More information on these failures, including photographs, can be found in

Hsieh et al. a-3 Table A-2 gives a reproduced table of the failure

events collected by Czirr and Thome.A'2 More information on those

failures can be found in Thome et al. A-4
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TABLEA-I, MAGNETSYSTEMFAILURES

Maqnfft Classlfict._t..i_._ .._Fai,lure Oescrlptl,on ,, Cause,qF. F,al,,]ure , Notes

Alternator Sections of lead wlre Lead conductor does not Six turns of damaged

conductor evaporated have adequate copper to conductors were strlpped

and magnet arced to keep the temperature and the magnet Is back In

ground causlng some low durlng quench operatlon with an asymmetrical

damage to the outer condition.Insufflolent coil,
outer heliumdewar lead cooling,

wall,

AcceleratorField Coll Lead wire melted open Insufficientcooling Magnetwas repaired

and magnet arced to of the leadconductor and isoperational,

ground, due to the plug of

coolingchannel,

Bubblechamber Power'lead overheated Insufficientlead Magnet intactand power

magnet causinghydrogenleaks coolingflow arising leadwas repaired,System is

into heliumdewar from inadequate operational.

vacuunlspace, instrumentation,

SUMMA magnet tests Outer NbTi coil of 4th Insufficientmechanical The magnet was repaired,

magnet:Insulationand sl_pportand electrical

end packingstripswere insulation,

blown out and magnet

, arced in many places,

The Nb3Sn innertoll Insufficientmechanical Coil was repaired,
shortedamong pancakes support.

at the ends due to

slippingof Nb3Sn
ribbonunderpancake

separatorstrips,
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' TABLEA-I, MAGNETSYSTEMFAILURES(Continued)

Ma_n_! C.lasslf!cation F_alj._reDe_crlptlon G_u_ of Failure . _ .......

SUMMA magnet One of the 32 power Insufficientooollng Lead was replaced,the

operations leadsconnectedto and instrumentation, magnet is operational,but -

an outborecoil palr its performancewas degraded

overheatedand was from 400 amps to 260 amps,

damagedduring

operation,

Beam transportmagnet One of the power leads Faultypower lead, New power leadswere
overheatedand the Insuffl_lent testedbefore

conductorwire instrumentation,and installation,the damaged

connectedto this lead improperlead wire

melted, The magnet installation,

arced to ground,

PrototypeSynchrotron Arcing betweencurrent One of the current Magnet intactand a new

magnet feed under liquid feeds broke off at currentfeed was installed,
helium, full current,

High field Solenoid Mechanicaldeformation Diamagneticforce Both coils have been rewound

of Nb3Sn pancakes, and insuffl_ient and potted with epoxy resin,
'TheNbTi coil and the mechanicalsupport, Magnet Is operational,
I.Z7 cm thick stainless

s_f_I end plate, Minor

damdge due to arcing

after the mechanical

la(lureof the NbTi coil,

Energydoubler Arcing producedbetween Energy removalsystem All but one half shell

acceleratormagnet coil shel'Isand was short circuited windingswere burnedbeyond

windingswere burned due to failure of the repair and the remainingone

open. poweringcircuit, was damaged,

causingdisslpation

of stored energy. Also,

dielectrlobreakdown

betweencoil shells

when the helium boiled

and heatedto 400 K,
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TABLEA.-I, MAGNETSYSTEMFAILURES(Continued)

M_.Ma_qn_tCl_ss!flcatio_ _Eai.!ure Oesor.!pt!on . .Cause _f _allure_. Notes

Beamtransport magnet Burnout occurred Believed to be a short Failure occurred durlng testing

between two between wlndlngs, wlth only part of the wlndlng_

corresponding moils completed, Additional Insulat$on

at the same radius, wa_ added to repalr tl'm magnet,

one on each pole,

LevitatedRing magnet Cnll degradationdue Insufficientmechanical A spare ring was installed

to conductormovement, support, to cont_nueoperations,

Test Solenoidmagnet The lead wire nmlted, Designerror

The magnet quenched,
but the coil was not

damaged,

Hybridmagnet Degradation,each tlnm Probablydue to the Coll will be rewound

the magnet isoperated qualityof the with modernNbTi composlte,

it quenchedat a lower conductor

currentthan previously,

3-SectlonSolenoid Lead failure,one of Insuffloient The magnet parameterof

magnet the power leads instrumentation this solenoidwill not

connectedto the center and Insuffiolent be reported,since it is

sectionburned, coolingflow, The not being used,q

leadmay have been

defective,

toll damageto the Unknown,perhapsarcing

centersection, Total duringthe quench after

room temperature the lead accident,

reslstanoeis lower

than before,
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TABLEA-2, MAGNETACCIDENTDESCRIPTIONSREPRODUCEDFROMCZIRR ANDTHOME

The following pages give A table from Chapter three of the report by Czirr

and Thome,A'_ where 31 magnet and magnet related events are briefly

described, More information is available In reference A-4,

A-6
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This document contains new concepts or the author(s) interpretation of new
calculations and/or measurements;accordingly, EG&G Idaho, Inc. is required by the
United States Government to include the following disclaimer:

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the UnitedStates Governmentnor anyagency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or Implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or
represents that itsuse wouldnot infringeprivately owned rights. Referencesherein
to any specific commercial product, process,or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or Imply its
endorsement, recommendation,or favoringby theUnitedStates Governmentorany
agency thereof, The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Governmentor any agency
thereof.






